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A word from editor

T
he NaTioNal Civil aviaTioN Policy, released by the Ministry of Civil 
Aviation (MoCA) in June this year, has elevated optimism over the future pros-
pects of growth in the Indian civil aviation industry. As elaborated on by R. Chan-
drakanth in this issue of SP’s AirBuz, the Indian civil aviation industry is on a high 
growth trajectory and from currently the ninth largest civil aviation market in the 

world, it is expected to be among the top five in not too distant a future. To tap this market 
potential, Ireland, a market leader in aircraft leasing industry, is prepared to offer fresh busi-
ness opportunities to India as disclosed by Pat Breen, Minister of State for Employment and 
Small Business, in an exclusive interview with with Editor-in-Chief, Jayant Baranwal. 

Currently, the primary focus of the new policy is on regional aviation which has been 
identified as that segment of the industry that has the potential to provide the impetus 
needed for the next phase of growth and fresh opportunities for the stakeholders in the 
industry. At the two-day Aero Expo Conference organised by the PHD Chamber of Com-
merce in Delhi, the proactive approach of the government in adopting a slew of measures 
that are already in place or being contemplated for the future, was highlighted. The pro-
ceedings of the conference included the effective implementation of the Regional Con-
nectivity Scheme (RCS) through expansion of capacity at existing airports, upgrading and 
operationalising unused airstrips, building greenfield airports and financial incentives to 
regional carriers, all aimed at bringing the facility of air travel to the masses. A detailed 
report on the event by Chandrakanth has been included in this issue. 

As a part of its efforts to facilitate air travel for the masses, MoCA has also embarked 
on an initiative to offer the public a convenient and hassle-free air travel experience 
through a programme called AirSewa that will attempt to provide a systematic approach 
to redressing grievances of the air traveller. A report by Rohit Goel on the launch of this 
service has been included in this issue.

The optimism on the prospects of growth of the Indian civil aviation industry is shared 
by one and all associated with it. Air Costa, the largest regional carrier presently operating 
to eight destinations, plans to go pan-India. Zoom Air, though a full-service carrier to be 
launched in the near future, still has a regional focus as it is already formulating plans to 
tap the unserved markets across the country. In an exclusive interview with SP’s AirBuz, 
Koustav Dhar, the CEO and Managing Director of Zoom Air, unveils plans and explains 
the rationale behind the move to capture Tier-II markets.

Mark Dunnachie, Vice President, Embraer Asia-Pacific, is of the view that while the 
prospects for the growth of regional aviation in India is bright, in order to exploit its full 
potential, it would be necessary for regional carriers to select aircraft of the right size. He 
believes that the 70- to 130-seat regional airliners of the E-Jet family from Embraer, would 
be the appropriate platform for regional aviation in India. A detailed analysis of the sub-
ject by Mark Dunnachie is a part of this issue. 
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Earlier, Buffet had admitted it was 
one of his few indulgences. Subse-
quently, what elevated the business jet 
from a luxury toy to what is increas-
ingly seen as a vital corporate tool? In 
the US, hundreds of Fortune 500 com-
panies now flaunt their own aircraft, 
with companies arguing that this vital 
conveyance saves time and boosts pro-
ductivity. A recent CNN report quotedNewsBriefs
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(  iNfrAsTrUCTUre

Kempegowda InternatIonal aIrport 
(KIa) runway
Planned to undergo a major upgrade, the 
KIA runway will be partially closed between 
10.30 a.m. and 5 p.m. from February 19, 
2017 to April 30, 2017. Passengers taking 
day-time flights are likely to be inconve-
nienced during the period of shutdown. The 
upgrading work, according to the Bangalore 
International Airport Limited (BIAL), will 
be carried out in a phased manner. Apart 
from closure of the runway, the work will 
also involve partial closure of other facilities. 
BIAL maintained that the upgrade was 
required to support the growing air traffic 
at the airport. “The runway upgradation 
will include building of two Rapid Exit 
Taxiways (RET) to increase runway capacity. 
Currently, the runway has the capability to 
handle 38 aircraft movements per hour. The 
additional RETs could increase the handling 
capacity to 48 per hour,” the airport operator 
said. The construction period was chosen 
to complete the activity before the onset of 
monsoons in May.

thIrd runway for heathrow
After decades of delay, the British Govern-
ment has finally approved the construction 
of a third runway at Heathrow airport as a 
part of the plan for expansion. The an-
nouncement was meant to end years of 
political paralysis over aviation planning 
in South East England, where Heathrow is 
now operating at 98 per cent of its capacity, 
causing Britain lose ground to airline hubs 
on the European continent. However, the an-
nouncement of the decision is just the begin-
ning of a lengthy process that is sure to face 
legal challenges. A new runway at Heathrow 
will improve connectivity in the UK itself 
and crucially boost connectivity with the 
rest of the world, supporting exports, trade 
and job opportunities for Britain. However, 
expansion of Heathrow is not a cheap op-
tion, financially or politically. It comes with 
a price tag of $22 billion and will involve the 
demolition of hundreds of homes. 

expansIon of delhI InternatIonal aIrport
The Delhi International Airport Ltd (DIAL) 
under the management of the GMR Group 
is holding a financial review of four bids 
for Phase 3A during the period 2016-20 for 
the upgrade and extension of its domestic 
Terminal One. The technical evaluation 
has already been conducted. The two top 

bidders will soon be identified for price ne-
gotiations. The engineering design company 
selected for the project is AECOM. Nine bid-
ders were invited by GMR for the upgrade 
and extension of its domestic Terminal One, 
primarily used by budget carriers, from the 
present 53,000 to 1,33,000 square metres. 
This will increase capacity from 15 million 
to 30 million passengers per annum. A total 
of ten contact gates will be constructed and 
the number of gates will be increased from 
eight to 25. A fourth runway and an elevated 
taxiway will shorten aircraft taxiing time 
and additional parking is planned for 80 
aircraft. DIAL will become the first airport 
in India to build a fourth runway. Expected 
to be operational by late 2018, it will in-
crease hourly take-off and landing capacity 
from 75 to about 105. DIAL is also planning 
construction of a new fourth terminal (T4) 
by 2020 as part of its hub strategy.

greenfIeld aIrports In andhra 
pradesh
The Central Government has approved the 
development of three greenfield airports 
in Andhra Pradesh (AP) at Bhogapuram in 
Vizianagram, Dhagadarthi in Nellore and 
Orvakal in Kurnool. Cosequently, the state 
government has floated tenders for the 
airports that are expected to be finalised in 
the near future. The project will be taken up 
in the public-private partnership model with 
the state holding stake through landhold-
ings. The Bhogapuram International Airport, 
a greenfield airport project about 40 km 
from Visakhapatnam, is proposed to come 
up on a 2,124-hectare site. It will be built by 
the Bhogapuram International Airport Com-
pany Ltd (BIACL), a special purpose vehicle 
owned by the government. The Nellore air-
port and Orvakal airport will be developed 
under a low-cost airport model by the BIACL 
along with Bhogapuram airport. Tenders 
to be floated for selection of developers for 
these three airports are under finalisation.

(  AirLiNe NeWs

aIr IndIa posts operatIng profIt
For the first time in a decade, Air India has 
reported an operating profit of `105 crore in 
the last fiscal aided by lower fuel costs and 
rise in passenger numbers. This is a notable 
achievement as the state-owned airline, 
which is working on ways to improve its 
financials, had an operating loss of `2,636 
crore in 2014-15. This is the first time since 

2007 when the domestic and international 
carriers were merged that the national car-
rier has recorded an operating profit. This is 
an encouraging sign for the airline which is 
seeking to turn around its fortunes amid stiff 
competition. A decline of nearly 31 per cent 
in fuel costs in the last financial year com-
pared to the previous year was a key factor in 
making the airline operationally profitable. 

shortage of pIlots In Jet aIrways
A full service Indian carrier Jet Airways is 
facing acute shortage of pilots as the airline 
is embarked upon increasing its capacity 
in the fast growing domestic market. The 
Mumbai-headquartered airline is the second 
largest airline in terms of number of domestic 
operations after no-frills IndiGo. Jet Airways 
requires at least 200 more pilots to carry out 
its operations in a seamless manner, a source 
said, adding “shortage is more in narrow-
body, Boeing 737 fleet.” The airline currently 
has around 1,200 pilots to operate its fleet of 
102 aircraft comprising Boeing 777s, B-737s, 
Airbus A330s and ATRs. Almost two-thirds 
of its fleet consists of B-737s. As part of the 
winter schedule, Jet Airways plans to operate 
3,010 flights per week while its subsidiary 
JetLite 507 flights per week.

goaIr In expansIon mode

GoAir plans to hire 500 personnel, including 
pilots, in the coming months as the budget 
carrier prepares to expand its aircraft fleet 
and fly overseas next year. Gearing up to 
implement its ambitious expansion plans, 
the Indian carrier aims to have 26 aircraft by 
the end of March next year from the current 
fleet strength of 21. Each aircraft inducted 
will require increase in manpower by 100 
approximately. Currently, the size of man-
power in the airline is around 2,300. In June 
2011, the airline had placed an order with 
Airbus for 72 new A320neo aircraft valued 
at about `32,400 crore. Besides, the carrier 
inked a memorandum of understanding with 
Airbus for another 72 A320neo aircraft at 
Farnborough International Airshow in June 
this year. In the recent past, GoAir obtained 
government approval to fly to nine countries 
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including Iran, Uzbekistan and Kazakhastan. 
It expects to start international operations 
from the next summer which generally spans 
from end March to end October.

(  iNDUsTrY NeWs

BoeIng planes for Qatar aIrways

The Middle Eastern carrier Qatar Airways 
has placed orders worth $18.6 billion with 
the US aerospace major Boeing for airliners. 
The order includes 30, 787-9 Dreamliners 
and ten 777-300ERs valued at $11.7 billion. 
Also, a letter of intent has been given by 
the carrier for up to 60, 737 MAX 8s valued 
at $6.9 billion. The order builds on Qatar’s 
existing fleet of 84 Boeing aircraft which 
include 787-8s and 777s. It also increases the 
airline’s order book for Boeing to 105 aircraft 
which includes 60 777Xs. Akbar Al Baker, 
Group Chief Executive, Qatar Airways said: 
“Qatar Airways, already one of the fastest 
growing airlines in the history of aviation, 
today announces a significant and historic 
aircraft order that will power our future 
growth for the years and the decades ahead, 
Boeing has proven to be a valuable partner 
and today’s announcement is testament to 
our appreciation of the quality of their prod-
uct and their dedication to providing world 
class customer service.”

optImIstIc forecast By Iata
As per a recent assessment of the pros-
pects of the global airline industry carried 
out by the International Air Transport 
Association (IATA), the number of air 
passengers worldwide is likely to double 
by 2035 to touch 7.2 billion. IATA is of 
the view that India may become the third 
largest aviation market in the next ten 
years. However, IATA has also warned that 
increased trade protectionism has the 
potential to damage growth prospects in 
civil aviation. The forecast for passenger 
growth showed that the biggest driver of 
demand will be the Asia-Pacific region 
and it may be the source of more than 
half the new passengers over the next 20 
years. According to the forecast, China will 
displace the US as the world’s largest avia-
tion market by around 2029 while India 
will climb the ladder to bag the third place 
displacing the United Kingdom by 2026. 
Indonesia would enter the top ten at the 
expense of Italy. The prediction of the phe-
nomenal rise in air travellers is based on 
a 3.7 per cent annual compound average 
growth rate. Detailing the risks, challenges 
and opportunities, IATA said that if trade 
liberalisation gathers pace, demand could 
even triple the 2015 level.

BoeIng, aIrBus to cut productIon  
of BIg Jets
The world’s two biggest makers of pas-
senger airliners are reducing production of 
their largest planes, a response to slug-
gish emerging-market demand that could 
mean trouble for Japanese suppliers who 
manufacture many components for the 
Boeing 777. Speaking at an Investor’s Meet, 
the CEO Dennis Muilenburg indicated that 
further production cuts for Boeing 777 may 
be in the offing if orders remain low. The US 
manufacturer needs orders for 40 to 50 air-
liners annually to sustain production levels. 
However, orders for only eight aircraft have 
been received so far this year, Muilenburg 
told the audience. Output is already set to 
drop to seven planes per month next year 
from the current figure of 8.3. Boeing’s rival 
Airbus is flying into the same headwinds. 
Singapore Airlines has decided not to 
extend lease in respect of some of the A380s 
in its fleet. This decision has been taken 
on account of the high maintenance costs 
of the A380 fleet. For Airbus, the airline’s 
decision marks a stinging loss of business 
from a valuable customer. Faced with poor 
demand from other buyers, the European 
aerospace major had said in July it would 

reduce annual A380 production from last 
year’s 27 units to 12 by 2018.

Vtol passenger aIrcraft from BoeIng

Boeing is apparently working on a large 
passenger aircraft with vertical take-off and 
landing (VTOL) features. The company 
received a patent for a tilt-rotor design 
that has room for at least 100 passengers. 
The VTOL plane has potential for both 
civilian and military use, according to the 
report. It seems to be inspired in part by 
the famous twin-engine V-22 Osprey which 
Boeing and Bell Helicopters developed for 
the US military in the 1980s, the first of its 
kind designed for use by the Marines and 
Air Force. The patent for the unnamed 
aircraft includes potential uses for commer-
cial flights, military missions or personal 
transport, according to the report. Its design 
includes four engines mounted on two fixed 
wings along with two large rotors attached 
on the tips for VTOL. The company has 
not revealed details of its intentions for 
the VTOL design, but a civilian passenger 
plane with such capabilities is likely to raise 
speculation about the potential for off-
airport commercial transportation.

InVestment In aIrports In IndIa
Bullish on future prospects for the country’s 
aviation industry, the government expects 
$6 billion investments in the airports sec-
tor and passenger numbers to see over 30 
per cent growth in five years. To boost the 
aviation sector, which has high growth 
potential, the government has come out 
with new civil aviation policy that seeks to 
revive unserved and underserved airports 
as well as improve regional air connectiv-
ity. Speaking at the inauguration of the 
GAD Asia conference, the Secretary Civil 
Aviation said that out of the estimated 
total amount, around $1 billion would be 
used for reviving airports. About $3 billion 
would be for upgrading aerodromes owned 
by the Airports Authority of India (AAI), he 
added. Further, the Secretary said local air 
traffic may grow more than 30 per cent over 
the next five years. During the January-July 
period this year, the number of passengers 
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carried by domestic carriers jumped 23 
per cent compared to the year-ago period. 
In July alone, the domestic air passenger 
traffic soared nearly 26 per cent, registering 
double-digit growth for the 24th consecutive 
month. According to the Secretary, there 
would be need for around 100 small aircraft 
in the next three years.

(  BUsiNess AViATiON

falcon 8x from dassault aVIatIon
On October 5, 2016, Dassault Aviation 
delivered its first Falcon 8X, marking the 
entry into service of the company’s new 
ultra-long-range flagship. Amjet Executive 
took delivery of the aircraft at Dassault Avia-
tion’s Bordeaux-Merignac facility and is now 
the first company to operate the Falcon 8X 
which received its EASA and FAA certifica-
tion in June this year and is entering service 
two years after it was first announced. 
Certification followed a month-long round-
the-globe operating test campaign intended 
to ensure aircraft systems would be fully 
mature and operational from day one. “To 
see our new flagship Falcon handed over 
on time in perfect operating order gives us 
immense pride,” said Eric Trappier, Chair-
man and CEO of Dassault Aviation. “We are 
very pleased to deliver the first example of 
this great new aircraft to Amjet, a long-time 
Falcon operator.”

(  OPerATiONs

aVIatIon safety
There is increasing concern over aviation 
safety in India with many cases of near col-
lision between passenger aircraft being re-
ported recently. Recently, a collision between 
two aircraft was averted over the Hyderabad 
airport. A week before that an aircraft which 
was landing and another which was taking 
off, came close to collision in Guwahati. 
There have been other incidents of ‘near 
misses’ and narrow escapes at other airports 
in the recent past. The Directorate General 
of Civil Aviation (DGCA) has said that more 
incidents were reported till now this year 
than all of last year. The figures show that 
there have been problems with air safety 
requirements and enforcement of norms. 
Luckily, no serious accident has taken place, 
but the near miss incidents could have 
turned into accidents and therefore they call 

for urgent action. Inadequate infrastructure 
and facilities, failure to upgrade equipment, 
poor maintenance and shortage of trained 
personnel at the air traffic control (ATC) 
have been cited as the main reasons for the 
increase in air safety problems. The DGCA 
has found that more than half of the poten-
tial collisions could be traced to lapses at the 
ATC. The shortage of air traffic controllers 
is very serious. There is a shortage of about 
1,000 controllers and lapses are likely when 
the staff are overburdened.

flexIBle use of aIrspace
By the end of this year, air travel time in 
certain sectors may become shorter as civil 
flights will no longer be required to skirt 
restricted airspace zones. The Ministries 
of Civil Aviation and Defence are working 
on the concept of flexible use of airspace 
(FUA), which would allow both military and 
commercial flights to use such designated 
airspace with prior permission. At present, 

more than 35 per cent of the Indian airspace 
is earmarked for defence use and hence 
restricted for civil flights. In such a scenario, 
many navigational routes are not aligned 
along the shortest flight passage between 
airports and require commercial flights to 
take circuitous route that require additional 
fuel and time. Government officials say the 
implementation of FUA will also help bring 
down carbon emissions by cutting down 
on fuel use. The first Airspace Management 
Cell (AMC), which will coordinate alloca-
tion of restricted airspace between civil 
and military aviation authorities, is likely to 
become operational by December this year 
at Delhi Air Traffic Control. The AMC would 
comprise officers from the Indian Air Force, 
the Indian Navy, airline representatives, air-
port operator and the Directorate General 
of Civil Aviation. The first unit at Delhi will 
work on trial basis for a few months and de-
pending on the results, similar units will be 
set up in Chennai, Mumbai and Kolkata. sp

aIr Bp
Effective October 1, 2016, BP has appointed 
Jon Platt as Chief Executive of Air BP, the oil 
company’s global aviation business.

asIa aVIatIon capItal ltd
Effective November 1, 2016, AirAsia 
Berhad’s aircraft leasing unit Asia Aviation 
Capital Ltd, appointed Harry Forsythe as its 
Deputy Chief Executive Officer and Chief 
Commercial Officer. 

atr
ATR’s shareholders Airbus Group and 
Leonardo-Finmeccanica have appointed 
Christian Scherer as Chief Executive Officer 
of ATR with effect from November 1, 2016.

BoeIng
On October 14, 2016, Boeing announced 
the appointment of Ihssane Mounir as 
Vice President of Sales and Marketing for 
Commercial Airplanes and elected Rob-
ert A. Bradway as a member on the Board 
of Directors of the company.

dassault aVIatIon
In the recent past, Dassault Aviation has 
made the following appointments:
•   Olivier Villa to the position of Executive 

Vice President, Civil Aircraft.
•   Carlos Brana was appointed Senior Vice 

President, Civil Aircraft and deputy to 
Olivier Villa.

•   John Rosanvallon to continue as Presi-
dent and CEO of Dassault Aviation’s 
wholly owned subsidiary, Dassault 
Falcon Jet.

gloBal Jet capItal
Global Jet Capital, a global provider of 
financing solutions for corporate aircraft, 
appointed Bill Boisture as its Chairman 
with effect from November 2, 2016.

gulfstream
In the past few months, Gulfstream Aero-
space Corporation has made the following 
appointments:
•   Jeannine Haas to the newly created role of 

Chief Marketing Officer.
•   Matthew Murphy as the Regional Vice 

President of Sales for Mexico and Central 
America.

Ifs
On October 13, 2016, IFS, the global 
enterprise applications company, an-
nounced the appointment of Roy Chan 
as ASEAN Strategic Market Development 
Coordinator.

rolls-royce
On September 22, 2016, Rolls-Royce 
announced the appointment of Stephen 
Daintith as Chief Financial Officer and 
as an Executive Director of Rolls-Royce 
Holdings plc.

appointmEnts
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Civil aviation is on a high trajectory growth path and it will soon be among the top five 
aviation markets of the world. Presently, India is the ninth largest civil aviation market in 

the world, with a market size of around $16 billion.

by R. ChandRakanth

P
usaPati ashok GajaPathi Raju will 
go down in the annals of Indian aviation as one of 
the best ministers of civil aviation India has ever 
had. He is the man of the moment. Maybe, he is 
at the right place at the right time. When India is 
on the cusp of major economic transformation, he 
is spearheading that transformation in civil avia-

tion. He is one minister, who in just about two years time in the 
ministry, has initiated radical and significant changes which will 
have a lasting impact on the sector in particular and the Indian 
economy in totality.

The highpoints of the ‘work in progress’ are the National Civil 
Aviation Policy (NCPA) and the Regional Connectivity Scheme 
(RCS) which are landmark policies. As such the civil aviation 
scenario in India was looking up and the NDA Government is 
giving it the necessary push, creating an ecosystem for aviation 
to soar. The RCS, the Minister has said, is cornerstone of our civil 
aviation policy. “It shall promote affordable flying and balanced 
regional growth.”

iata PRaises india’s RefoRms. Congratulating India 
on its efforts, the Director General and CEO of International Air 
Transport Association (IATA) Alexandre de Juniac said the Civil 
Aviation Policy contains some encouraging elements, such as 
developments on open-skies, code-sharing and foreign direct 
investment (FDI). In fact, allowing FDI of 100 per cent in an Indian 
airline places India among the most progressive states in this 
respect. But, de Juniac also noted concerns including the man-
dating of hybrid till for the regulation of airport charges, and the 
plans for a levy to cross-subsidise regional flights. “I look forward 
to engaging in a comprehensive dialogue with the government on 
what needs to change once the policy has had time to ‘mature’.”

maRket size of $16 billion. Indeed, civil aviation 
policies seem to be on the right track. Civil aviation is on a high 
trajectory growth path and it will soon be among the top five 
aviation markets of the world. India is the ninth largest civil avia-
tion market in the world, with a market size of around $16 bil-
lion. IATA has said in its 20-year Air Passenger Forecast that India 

HIGH TRAJECTORY PATH
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will displace the United Kingdom for the third position in 2026 
in the number of air passengers. China will become the world’s 
largest aviation market, followed by the US in 2029. Globally, IATA 
expects 7.2 billion passengers to travel by air in 2035, almost dou-
bling the 3.8 billion air travellers in 2016, a prediction based on 
a 3.7 per cent annual compounded average growth rate (CAGR).

The five fastest-growing markets in terms of additional pas-
sengers per year over the forecast period will be China (817 mil-
lion new passengers for a total of 1.3 billion); United States (484 
million new passengers for a total of 1.1 billion); India (322 million 
new passengers for a total of 442 million); Indonesia (135 million 
new passengers for a total of 242 million); and Vietnam (112 mil-
lion new passengers for a total of 150 million).

During January-August 2016, domestic air passenger traf-
fic rose 23.14 per cent to 64.47 million from 52.36 million dur-
ing the same period in 2015. Passenger traffic during FY 2015-16 
increased at a rate of 21.3 per cent to 85.57 million from 70.54 mil-
lion in the FY 2014-15.

In July 2016, total aircraft movements at all Indian airports 
stood at 1,68,400, which was 14.3 per cent higher than July 2015. 
International aircraft movements increased by 8.2 per cent to 
32,830 in July 2016 from 30,330 in July 2015. Domestic aircraft 
movements increased by 15.8 per cent to 1,35,570 in July 2016 
from 1,17,050 in July 2015. Indian domestic air traffic is expected 
to cross 100 million passengers by FY 2017, compared to 81 million 
passengers in 2015, as per Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation (CAPA).

“People want to fly. Demand for air travel over the next two 
decades is set to double. Enabling people and nations to trade, 
explore, and share the benefits of innovation and economic pros-
perity makes our world a better place,” de Juniac said.

Yes, people want to fly for various reasons. And a resurgent 
India has more reasons for multi-modal transportation and the 
government happens to be the facilitator. The civil aviation sector 
in India is witnessing encouraging growth, driven by growth of 
airlines (low-cost carriers, regional airlines); airport infrastructure 
development; increased spending power of the average Indian; 
FDI in airlines; information technology and the like.

IATA has called for a renewed look at the results of Indian 
public-private partnership in airport privatisation, a reduction in 
taxation and for India to join international efforts on sustainabil-
ity for air transport. These will be key enablers of a vitally impor-
tant industry to India to be an even bigger catalyst for social and 
economic development.

stimulatinG GRowth. “Air transport contributes enor-
mous value to India, stimulating growth and development with 
increasingly accessible air connectivity. India’s air transport 
industry has been through tough times. While many Indian air-
lines are now posting profits, the sector is still in loss territory 

with many challenges. These include a massive debt burden, 
onerous regulations, expensive airport infrastructure and high 
taxes. Addressing these will bring huge social and economic ben-
efits to India,” said de Juniac.

India’s air transport sector already supports 8 million jobs 
and contributes $72 billion in GDP. The challenge is to realise the 
growth potential of accommodating 322 million new passengers 
in just two decades. “Without significant change, the economic 
and social development potential gains that come with a healthy 
and growing air transport sector are put at risk,” said de Juniac. 

aiRPoRt PRivatisation. The IATA Director General 
said the awarding of airport concessions has contributed to the 
development of India’s airport infrastructure. While the passen-
ger experience has improved, the impact for airlines has been far 
less positive.

GRowth in aviation sectoR in india
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accommodatinG 322 million new 
PassenGeRs in just two decades.
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We want a meaningful redressal of these grievances. Grievance by nature is not delightful 
but redressal of them can push up the satisfaction level. A complaint if attended to in a 
reasonable time frame and the person who has the grievance gets a response, it will go 

down well with everyone.

—P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju, Minister of Civil Aviation

by Rohit Goel

AiRSewA —  
A PoRtAl foR All 

tRAvel infoRMAtion 
And GRievAnCeS 

P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju, Minister of Civil Aviation, launching the AirSewa web portal and mobile app in the presence of Jayant Sinha, Minister of State, MoCA, 
R.n. Choubey, Secretary, MoCA, and other dignitaries
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AviAtion Customer serviCe

T
he IndIan MInIsTer of Civil Aviation  
P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju said that his Ministry is 
committed to provide a hassle-free and comfort-
able air travel experience to people. To do this, he 
said, it is necessary to recognise the pattern of prob-
lems that people face while travelling, and make 
suitable systemic improvements in the working by 

all concerned. At a glittering function in New Delhi attended by 
all stakeholders in the civil aviation sector, the Minister launched 
the AirSewa portal and mobile application. AirSewa is an initia-
tive of the Ministry to offer people a convenient and hassle-free 
air travel experience. It can be operated through an interactive 
web portal as well as through a mobile app for both Android and 
iOS platforms. The portal will include a mechanism for grievance 
redressal, back-office operations for grievance handling, flight sta-
tus/schedule information, airport information and FAQs. 

Starting the launch function, R.N. Choubey, Secretary, Ministry 
of Civil Aviation (MoCA), said that this is the start of a completely 
new chapter in the civil aviation sector. “Ours is a service industry 
and we have very responsible players in this sector but it was felt that 
the Ministry should take this initiative in putting together a unified 
integrated platform which could provide for a very quick interaction 
between the service providers and the users of those services.” Thank-
ing both the Ministers for their tremendous initiative in making this 
happen, the Secretary added that the inspiration for this came from 
the Prime Minister who very sincerely had said that unless we pro-
vide this kind of service from the service delivery departments of 
the government, we will not be doing justice to our role. Secretary 
Choubey assured all the users of this service that the Ministry shall 
take this forward with the cooperation of all the service providers 
and will provide a seamless service for all the users. “We welcome 
your feedback so as to improve this service in times to come.”

To discuss and to get the perspectives of various stakeholders 

from the industry, a panel discussion was organised with Ashok 
Gajapathi Raju; Jayant Sinha, Minister of State for Civil Aviation; 
Ashwani Lohani, Chairman and Managing Director, Air India; 
Hari Marar, President of Airport Operations at the Kempegowda 
International Airport Limited; and Deep Kalra, Chairman and 
CEO, MakeMyTrip; as participants. Highlighting the requirement 
of such a service, Jayant Sinha said that flight delays, problem in 
refunds, long queues, lack of proper facilities at airports and com-
plaints of lost baggage are the most common problems that air 
travellers are facing today. He stressed upon the need to respond 
to these problems in a systematic rather than an ad hoc manner. 
He said that AirSewa was an attempt to provide such a system-
atic approach to redressing passenger grievances. Jayant Sinha 
further added that although it was a major challenge to get the 
various players who are a part of the civil aviation ecosystem on 
to a common platform, this has been achieved through AirSewa. 

During the panel discussion, Minister Raju also weighed in 
with his own thoughts, “Complaints will always be there. There 
is no family without complaints. How you address them is the 
point. One can be pleasant, one can be nice, one can analyse it. 
Probably, when you analyse a complaint, it might throw up a pat-
tern. If it throws up a pattern, it is easier to work and solve that 
pattern. We have started now and will see how it goes. Scope of 
improvement is a continuous process. We need to harness it. The 
idea is good that we would like to address our complaints and try 
and improve. Most passengers have something else in mind. The 
whole aviation process should make their life more pleasant.”

With the launch of AirSewa, passengers will be able to register 
their grievances through the mobile app or on the web portal. The 
users will have the facility to upload voice or video along with an 
elaborate description of their issues. They will be given a unique 
reference number for each of their reported grievances which 
would also be communicated through an e-mail as well as a SMS. 

“When you analyse a complaint, 
it might throw up a pattern. If it 

throws up a pattern, it is easier to 
work and solve that pattern. We 

have started now and will see how 
it goes. Scope of improvement is 
a continuous process. We need 
to harness it. The idea is good 

that we would like to address our 
complaints and try and improve.”

—  P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju,  
Minister of Civil Aviation 

“Problems that air travellers are 
facing today need to be responded 
in a systematic rather than an ad 

hoc manner. AirSewa is an attempt 
to provide such a systematic 

approach to redressing passenger 
grievances.”

— Jayant Sinha,  
Minister of State for Civil 

Aviation

“The Ministry should take this 
initiative in putting together a 

unified integrated platform which 
could provide for a very quick 

interaction between the service 
providers and the users of those 

services.”
— R.N. Choubey, Secretary,  

Ministry of Civil Aviation
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Users can then track the status and response to these grievances 
through the mobile application as well as the web application 
based on the reference number provided. Once the grievance is 
closed, the complainant has an option to provide his feedback 
and rate the overall experience and satisfaction. 

Nodal officers have been selected for all stakeholder agen-
cies who will address the grievance in a time bound manner. 
Each grievance shared will be directed to the responsible nodal 
agency for resolution based on the grievance category chosen by 

the complainant. The dashboard shall be 
divided into three categories consisting 
of grievances pending within time line, 
grievances pending beyond time line and 
closed grievances. Each grievance shall 
have a resolution time line defined for 
initial response as well as final resolution. 
Each communication made by the nodal 
officer will be sent through an alert by 
e-mail and SMS. 

In addition to posting of complaints 
and grievances, the travellers will also have 
an option to check the flight status and 
schedule between any of airports. Flights 
can be searched on the basis of flight num-
ber or for all flights to a particular airport. 
Airport information will display basic 
weather information and connecting flight 

details from the airport. Airport information will include basic details 
and contact information regarding airport services like wheelchair, 
transport/parking, rest and relax, Wi-Fi services, etc.

Minister Raju called upon all service providers to adopt the 
spirit of continuous improvement so that the collaborative plat-
form of AirSewa can make air travel truly enjoyable for people. sP

To watch the video of the launch, log on to:
http://www.spsairbuz.com/news/?id=721

Panel discussion with industry leaders in progress

“IATA does not support the privatisation of airports. Nor are 
we officially opposed to it. But looking at the experience of airport 
privatisation – in India and elsewhere – I am hard pressed to find 
an example where the results, overall, have been positive. A private 
sector mindset can add value to airport projects with efficiency, 
cost-effectiveness, entrepreneurial spirit, and so on. But we need a 
stronger regulatory framework that exists today to ensure that there 
is a balance struck between commercial and national interests.”

Airlines operating in India have faced huge costs increases. 
This is in part due to 46 per cent concession fee that the pri-
vate airport operators have to pay to the government. At the 
same time, the Airports Economic Regulatory Authority of India 
(AERA) has been unable to preserve its independence sufficiently 
and has not been able to implement its own tariff orders, such as 
the one to reduce Delhi’s charges by 96 per cent.

“There is no turning back the public-private partnership in 
Indian airports. But what can be done is to strengthen the reg-
ulatory structure for the airports already privatised in order to 
defend the public interest,” said de Juniac.

TaxaTIon Issues. IATA said that airlines face an onerous 
tax burden in India, including the imposition of service tax to 
services rendered outside of India, including those for overflight 
charges, global distribution systems and international tickets. 
This is in contravention of international principles established by 
governments through the International Civil Aviation Organisa-
tion (ICAO). IATA has been working closely with the goods and 
services tax (GST) secretariat in India to address some of the 
issues that are of concern to airlines. “The GST regime needs to 

adhere to international standards and principles. We have called 
for a zero-rating for international flights when the GST comes 
into effect next April. This seems unlikely. To limit its damage to 
the sector’s competitiveness, we would at least hope for an abate-
ment in the rate,” said de Juniac.

aware of challenges. The Civil Aviation Minister is 
aware of the challenges and is taking steps to address the issues of 
the industry. He is constantly egging the industry through his tweets 
to take the momentum further. “Growth rates in civil aviation 
encouraging; intend to keep the momentum going” the Minister 
has tweeted. “Another month of record growth for Indian aviation—
August records 24 per cent—highest worldwide.” And In September 
he said “Another month of record growth for Indian aviation. Main-
tains its top rank with 23.4 per cent growth in September 2016”.

Encouraging he has been. When this year Air India posted 
profits after a long time (since 2007), he said: ‘Well done, Air India. 
You are a lovely airline. Now build on your strengths.” Air India 
reported `105 crore operating profit for 2015-16 compared to 
`2,636 crore losses in fiscal 2014-15.

What does all this call for. Leadership and thankfully at the 
helm we have people with vision and who are determined to drive 
that change. Prime Minister Narendra Modi has tweeted on the 
importance of aviation. He has tweeted: “A new aviation policy 
has been released under this Government. It looks at growth of 
the aviation sector.” “Connectivity is becoming very important 
in this century. Air connectivity is vital from the point of view of 
tourism sector growth.” “Better air connectivity means more tour-
ists and this means better economic growth.” sP

HiGH tRAJeCtoRY PAtH...Continued from page 8
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The 23 per cent growth seen in the domestic aviation sector, which is also highest in the 
world, is “not a flash in the pan”

by R. ChandRakanth

T
he firsT-ever Aero expo, organised by 
the PHD Chamber of Commerce and Industry, was 
held in Delhi over two days which saw a slew of 
intense discussions on the future of aviation, par-
ticularly regional aviation. Setting the tone for the 
two-day conference was the Union Minister of Civil 
Aviation, P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju. Also present at 

the inaugural were the Minister of State for Civil Aviation, Jayant 
Sinha, and the Minister from Ireland for Employment and Small 
Business, Pat Breen.

The Civil Aviation Minister reassured the Indian civil aviation 
industry, emphasising that the government of the day is explor-
ing all possibilities for capacity expansion of leading airports in 
the country as well doing its best to make sure that the regional 
air connectivity is accomplished as per its UDAN (Ude Desh ka 
Aam Naagrik) initiative. The domestic aviation sector is on the 
‘upswing’ and is at an inflection point. “We are working to con-
nect unconnected and serve unserved.”

The Minister also stressed that though the domestic civil avia-
tion industry has been growing at a rate of more than 20 per cent 

in the last few years, higher passenger growth in civil aviation sec-
tor is still a challenge for the government which could be won 
with addition of capacities in India’s leading airports. “We are tak-
ing all possible steps in making India the third largest aviation 
market,” he added. Also complimenting the organisers of Aero 
Expo 2016, he said: “This is a commendable initiative and should 
happen every year.”

The Minister of State Jayant Sinha asked civil aviation industry 
to grow in such a manner so that its passenger traffic, currently 
estimated at about 150 million for domestic and overseas sector 
multiplies manifold and catches up with the air traffic growth of 
China which presently is calculated at 500 million per annum. The 
ministry, he mentioned, had adopted a three-pronged strategy 
under its UDAN initiative – expansion of airport capacities; ensur-
ing regional connectivity and equipping the passenger with better 
level of satisfaction and experience under its Air Sewa initiative. 

Dozen scheDule commerciAl operATions 
soon. The Secretary of Civil Aviation Rajiv Nayan Choubey 
reiterated the government’s commitment for higher growth of 

AVIATION SECTOR AT 
INFLECTION POINT

(L-R) R.n. Choubey, Secretary, MoCA; Dr Mahesh Gupta, President, PHD Chamber of Commerce and industry; P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju, Minister, MoCA;  
Jayant Sinha, Minister of State, MoCA; Gopal Jiwarajka, Senior vice President, PHD Chamber;  

Pat Breen t.D., Minister for Employment and Small Business, ireland
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civil aviation sector with all possible government’s initiatives in 
a spirit of partnership, adding that by December 2016 a dozen of 
schedule commercial operations could begin to connect small 
towns in the country under its regional connectivity drive. The 
priorities were regional air connectivity, ensuring air travel is 
comfortable and convenient, and expanding airport capacities. 
Domestic aviation sector is expected to see more than 20 per cent 
growth in the next three years which also poses challenges. “We 
have to be ahead of the growth curve,” he added. According to 
him, the 23 per cent growth seen in the domestic aviation sector, 
which is also highest in the world, is “not a flash in the pan”.

The Irish Minister, Pat Breen, emphasised that India and Ire-
land should have stronger partnership to expand India’s civil avia-
tion sector as Ireland is one of the global leaders in this sector, 
particularly in aviation leasing. Appreciating the event, Breen said 
that it was a hit show and Ireland looks forward to it every year.

The Chairman of the Civil Aviation Committee, PHD Cham-
ber, K. Narayana Rao, proposed that the civil aviation sector 
should be brought under priority lending scheme of the gov-
ernment, especially for acquiring smaller aircraft for enhanced 
regional air connectivity. The Co-Chairman of the Civil Aviation 
Committee and CEO of Club One Air, Bhupesh Joshi, along with 
Secretary General and Director of the Chamber Saurabh Sanyal 
were also present on the occasion in which a knowledge report by 
Auctus Advisors was released and an MoU was signed between 
FSTC Simulators and ATR, turboprop manufacturers. The vote of 
thanks for the inaugural session was by Bhupesh Joshi. 

The general aviation and business aviation segment is keenly 
watching how the Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS) will 
evolve in due course as its future is interconnected. The heart-
ening aspect was that there were a number of business aviation 
and general aviation players with the Business Aircraft Operators 
Association (BAOA) as one of the co-associates of the conference. 
Arrow Aircraft’s Rohit Kapur and former President of BAOA was 
very vocal about regional connectivity and the potential for busi-
ness and general aviation operators. The event was supported 
by GMR, Gyrox, Execujet Avaition Group, Pawan Hans, Airports 
Authority of India, Air India, Zoom Air, Airbus Helicopters, ATR, 
Embraer Commercial Aviation, Airawat, Club One Air, Arrow Air-
craft, FSTC Simulators, Continental Carriers and a few others.

There were a number of exhibitors who drew attention and 
they included Arrow Aircraft, Gyrox Aviation, FSTC and Club One 
Air. Arrow Aircraft who had recently launched the Viking Twin 
Otter Series 400 in India, was showcasing the aircraft which is 
suitable for remote connectivity, seaplane operations and special 
missions. This is going to be a game changer as far as coastal sur-
veillance, remote connectivity and other aviation related activi-
ties are concerned. Arrow Aircraft is the only authorised sales rep-
resentative for Gulfstream in India and also for Jet Aviation, MRO 
which is based in different countries. Arrow Aircraft is into air 
charters, aircraft management, aircraft acquisitions and apprais-

als. Club One Air is one of India’s oldest and largest air charter 
company with extensive aviation experience offering world class 
services and owns a fleet of jets that cater to corporate India and 
individuals with exclusive taste. Bhupesh Joshi, CEO of the com-
pany was one of the chief architect behind the organising of the 
Aero Expo show.

Airbus helicopTers TAlks AbouT poTen-
TiAl. The President of Airbus Helicopters (India) Xavier Hay 
said India with 270 odd helicopters was a market with low pen-
etration, less than the number of helicopters either in Switzerland 
or Netherlands. The potential for growth in the next decade was 
huge, considering how the number of pilgrims to Kedarnath was 
on the rise. Tourism and other services would open up opportu-
nities for helicopters which had substantial capital investment. 
Airbus, he said, would continue to grow its long-standing part-
nership with Pawan Hans which has a huge helicopter fleet.

vGf concerns. The Managing Director of BAOA, Captain 
R.K. Bali said the Viability Gap Funding (VGF) is a contentious 
issue and sought differential VGF based on the seating capacity 
of the aircraft, factoring in the 10 to 20 seaters. The VGF of `4,270 
for one hour flight was not realistic for a small aircraft. As regards 
permitting self ground-handling, the non-scheduled operators 
can be ‘testing ground’ in the scheme. However, he underlined 
that the intent of the ministry was appreciated, it was shortfalls 
in implementation which could derail any initiative.

leAsinG opTions. The panel discussion on leasing chaired 
by Bhupesh Joshi of Club One Air dwelled at length on how to nav-
igate the complicated waters of leasing, muddied by Kingfisher 
Airlines. Joshi mentioned the meaningful discussions industry 
professionals had with the delegation from Ireland which has 
many aircraft leasing companies. Getting an aircraft on lease, par-
ticularly in general aviation, is a major issue.

Uday Naidu said one concern in the sector, particularly in 
aircraft acquisition and maintenance, is the issue of GST (goods 
and services tax) which may be detrimental to the aviation sector 
where aircraft and aircraft parts are mostly imported.

Nanda Kumar said aviation leasing was basically a techno-
financial-legal contract and it is skewed in favour of the lessor. 
The lessee has to fight his way out in the deal and unless one is 
well-versed with the leasing business, the chances of a person los-
ing heavily was high. Lessees, he suggested, should go for six years 
to 12 years leasing as it would not only give better rates, but also 
help in knowing what direction the company is heading. 

skill DevelopmenT opporTuniTies. In the session 
on skill development, Naidu said that one lakh skilled technicians 
were required in the next five years, considering the massive 
induction of aircraft that is likely to happen in India. Presently, the 
quality of training of maintenance engineers and other staff was 
not good and students who graduated from the many institutions 
needed further training on the job.

P.S. Nair said that the sector which employs one million 
directly and 3 million indirectly, would require a huge number of 
highly skilled persons in the near future. The skill gap would fur-
ther widen by 2035, if measures were not initiated now. 

It was felt that training currently being imparted for prospec-
tive civil aviation human resource and personnel are substandard 
and needed significant improvements for their sustained employ-

“We Are TAkinG All possible 
sTeps in mAkinG inDiA The ThirD 
lArGesT AviATion mArkeT,”  
p. Ashok GAjApAThi rAju, union 
minisTer of civil AviATion. 
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ment to effectively serve the passenger and cargo services of the 
civil aviation sector. Since investments in such training institutes 
are meagre, the equipment and other facilities in them are not 
up to the mark to provide training and skills that are required 
for coming times in aviation. It was also recommended for the 
government to open a series of training and skills institutions for 
growth of the domestic civil aviation and its effective operations 
on lines of the Indian Institutes of Technology and Indian Insti-
tutes of Management.

Vikas Khanna of FSTC said his company was a one-stop-shop 
for training of cabin crew and other airline and airport staff. The 
company had imparted training to 8,500 flight crew in less than 
one year, reflecting the trust that airlines in India have on FSTC. 
He mentioned that FSTC had tied up with ATR with regard to 
training of personnel.

Colonel Rampal Suhag, Chairman and Managing Director of 
Gyrox Aviation, presented the Gyroplane which when approved 
by the DGCA has the possibility of becoming a mode of transpor-
tation for the rich class. The Gyroplane is a twin-seater aircraft 
which can take-off with just 100-metre runaway and runs on high 
octane and costs less than `2 crore. Gyrox Aviation displayed the 
new aircraft which caught the attention of the public.

The two-day event concluded with felicitating industry lead-
ers in various categories such as Lifetime Achievement Award in 
Aviation—G.M. Rao of GMR Group; Aviator in Public Service—
Rajiv Pratap Rudy, Minister of State (IC), Ministry of Skill Develop-
ment and Entrepreneurship; Turnaround Turk in Aviation (Public 
Sector)—Ashwani Lohani, CMD, Air India; Largest Aviation Oper-
ator-Offshore & North East—Pawan H ans; Exemplary Greenfield 
Initiatives in Aviation—Airports Authority of India; and Significant 
State Contribution towards Aviation – Gujarat. Sp

The Joint Secretary of the Ministry of Civil 
Aviation, Usha Padhee, in her address said 
that 20 airlines had registered for the bidding 

process under the Regional Connectivity Scheme 
(RCS) for various concessions including Viability 
Gap Funding (VGF). She was hopeful that many 
more airlines would participate in the scheme 
which termed it as an ‘enabler’.

Stating that the scheme may not fit into the 
business plan of each and everyone, she said, 
it gave a broad framework as per which it may 
work for some, may not work for others. However, 
the Ministry, from the Minister of Civil Aviation 
downwards, was working to ensure that the 
National Civil Aviation Policy of which the RCS was a central theme, 
would thrive. It will take into account the issue of affordability for 
passengers, while it will address the issue of viability for operators. 
The policy will directly benefit the sector and in the broader sense it 
will address the issue of economy and growth, as smaller towns will 
be linked to big cities.

The Ministry has created the framework at the national level 
and it was now for the states to get their act together.

She conceded that there are many challenges 
and regulatory was one of them. The scheme, 
she reiterated, was to attract operators, make it 
viable for them, to be win-win. In discussions with 
stakeholders the recurring theme, she said, was 
about regulatory hurdles and the operators have 
been asking for simplification of rules. “They are 
saying, don’t give us VGF, make our life easy. These 
discussions with stakeholders is quite revealing.”

The VGF is for three years, but the sunset scheme 
is for 10 years. Such a model is not just specific 
to India, but many countries too have different 
models, it could be in the form of VGF or some other 
assistance. It is essential to connect regional areas 

and for that some support from the government is required.
The Ministry understands what the stakeholders are facing and has 

started showing a sense of urgency to address their issues. “This is the 
time to rise to the occasion. We won’t say we have done a great thing or 
we are going to do a great thing. But we believe this is the time which can 
bring about transformation in the sector, everything is falling in place.” Sp

—By R. Chandrakanth

20 AirlineS AlreAdy in for bidding proceSS in rcS:  
JoinT SecreTAry, miniSTry of civil AviATion

Usha Padhee

W ith the Government of India’s ambitious plans to connect 
remote and regional areas by air, the onus is on the Airports 
Authority of India (AAI) to develop the airports in these 

locations and a key element in airport development is the air traffic 
control (ATC) tower. To effectively manage these remote area airports 
and to keep costs down, the AAI is contemplating remote air traffic 
systems (RATS), said S. Swaminathan, General Manager, AAI.

Swaminathan told SP’s AirBuz on the sidelines of the Aero 
Expo Conference, that setting up an air traffic control is a costly 
proposition and with the plans of the government to revive many 
of the 476 airports of which 135 are under AAI control, would 
mean massive investments which may not be necessary. There 
were models of remotely controlled systems in other parts of the 
world which could be easily replicated in India.He said between the 
option of ‘uncontrolled’ airports and ‘remotely controlled towers’, 
the latter was the right option for safe, efficient and orderly flow 
or aircraft. The remote air traffic system has been successfully 
deployed in Sweden at a fraction of cost that would be needed to 
put up a control tower. “Does it make sense to have a tower where 
the revenues are not going to be there?” he asked and suggested 
instead setting up of remote towers. An ATC in Ahmedabad 
could serve Surat, Vadodara and four to five airports and AAI was 
studying such possibilities. “There is no compromise on safety.” Sp

—By R. Chandrakanth

AAi mooTS remoTe  
Air TrAffic SySTemS
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The global aerospace major Airbus and its partners will be 
investing `5,000 crore and creating about 10,000 jobs in India 
in the next five to eight years, according to Ashish Saraf, 

Vice President (Industry Development, Strategic Partnerships & 
Offsets), Airbus Group India.

He told SP’s AirBuz that Airbus and its strategic partners would be 
investing in the key areas of military transport and naval helicopters 
as the programmes in India are huge. As regards civil aviation, India is 
critical for Airbus growth and the company had sourced components 
and produced material here worth $500 million. This would be scaled 
up considerably and the cumulative sourcing from India is likely to 
touch $2 billion by 2020. Airbus has a supplier base of 45 in India and 
this number would go up in the coming years.

Speaking at the conference, he said that the Airbus strategy 
is to develop its partners in India and this partnership so far had 
created 6,000 skilled aerospace jobs in the country. Sourcing of 
components would continue as India had the wherewithal to 
supply and that further areas had been identified, including 
machining alloys. “There is not an aircraft from the Airbus group 
which does not have some part or the other from India.” The 
components made in India are critical on the aircraft and they 
include flight and safety such as the safety evacuation slides.

He said efforts were on to establish a final assembly line in 
India for the AS565 MBe Panther helicopters and this facility 
would also serve the global market. These plans required human 
resources and mass skilling was required for sustainable growth 
of the industry for which Airbus has already initiated steps along 
with the National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC) and the 
Aerospace and Aviation Sector Skill Council (AASSC).  Sp

—By R. Chandrakanth

The recently announced Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS) 
has already found support from 18 states and other states 
are to follow soon, according to G.K. Chaukiyal, Executive 

Director, Airports Authority of India.
Speaking to SP’s AirBuz, Chaukiyal said 11 states had already 

signed the memorandum of understanding (MoU) and they 
were Maharashtra; Jharkhand, Gujarat, Chhattisgarh, Andhra 
Pradesh, Puducherry, Manipur, West Bengal, Madhya Pradesh 
and Uttarakhand. Seven other states had given their consent. AAI 
was making presentation to all the states which have to come on 
board to make the RCS a success.

The states have to provide various concessions to both airport 
and airline operators under the RCS to make air travel affordable. 
The states offer could include reduction of VAT to 1 per cent or 
less on aviation turbine fuel (ATF) at RCS airports for a period 
of 10 years; provision of minimum land free of cost and free from 
all encumbrances for development of RCS airports; provision 
of security and fire services free of cost; provision of electricity, 
water and other utility services at concessional rates; provision 
of a certain share towards Viability Gap Funding for RCS routes 
within the state, etc.

He said that the AAI was going to develop small airports at 
a fast pace. Of the 476 airports and airstrips in India, 135 were 
being operated by the AAI, providing air traffic control and other 
facilities. The passenger growth at Indian airports was impressive 
at over 22 cent in 2015-16, compared to 14 per cent previous year. 
This year the growth will surpass 22 per cent. Nearly 80 per cent 
of the traffic was being handled by 10 airports, the balance of the 
airports were accounting for 20 per cent. Efforts were on to develop 
regional airports and once these are in place the contribution of 
other airports would go up from the present growth rate. Sp

—By R. Chandrakanth

AirbuS & pArTnerS To inveST 
`5,000 crore in indiA

18 STATeS give conSenT To rcS

The tiny Gyroplane is awaiting the nod of the Directorate General 
of Civil Aviation (DGCA) to fly in India. Since the Gyroplane is 
totally a new aircraft weighing 281 kgs, needing about 100 metres 

strip to take-off, runs on high octane, etc, the DGCA is grappling 
with this ‘new thing’ before them. The Gyroplane does not fall into 
any of the categories the DGCA has on its list, hence it is studying 
regulations from countries such as United Kingdom and Germany 
where the Gyroplane is in use. The Gyroplane from Celier Aviation 
has been brought to India by Gyrox Aviation and was on display at 
Aero Expo Conference.

The Chairman and Managing Director of Gyrox Aviation, Colonel 
Rampal Suhag (Retd), told SP’s AirBuz that the company was expecting 
DGCA approvals soon. “Once the DGCA writes the regulations and 
we get the approval, we expect the demand for the aircraft to be in 
thousands due to its functionality and pricing which is between `1.5 
crore and ̀ 2 crore.” Gyrox Aviation is planning to set up a manufacturing 
plant in India, but till then it will be imported and assembled here.

The company, he said, had got LoIs (letter of intents) from the 

paramilitary forces (Border Security Force; Indo-Tibetan Border 
Police, etc) and would soon be conducting live demonstration of 
the Gyroplane on how it could be effectively used in border patrol. 
Once the approvals come, the company is targeting only government 
institutions as the aircraft could be deployed for surveillance by law 
and order agencies; border patrol; coastline patrol (as it can also land 
on water); aerial surveys; aerial pesticide spraying, etc. “But I see a 
day when it could be used by individuals too, who can live away from 
the city and move to their workplaces in the aircraft, and all they 
need is a landing strip of less than 100 metres. The aircraft costs as 
much a high-end sports utility vehicle.”

Gyroplane can fly up to 5 hours with normal unleaded petrol; it 
can glide if the engine is cut-off; and Xenon 4 XL variant can carry up 
to three persons; and fly up to 18,000 ft, among other features. Colonel 
Suhag said that the company would provide pilot training, requiring 
anywhere between 40 and 60 hours on the Gyroplane. Sp

—By R. Chandrakanth

gyroplAne AWAiTS dgcA nod
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The Minister of State for Civil Aviation, Jayant Sinha, along with Ireland’s Minister of State 
for Employment and Small Business, Pat Breen addressed the CEOs Forum at Aero Expo 

Conference in New Delhi on November 18, 2016

Jayant Sinha: We have to have this connectivity as ecosystem 
participants and have these discussions to work together to 
address three major priorities or challenges or main points.

The first one is to make UDAN successful which the honour-
able Prime Minister is keen about and it was in the BJP manifesto 
for the elections. Under the direct guidance of the honourable 
Prime Minister we have been working on this because the notion 
is that right now we have only 75 airports which are operational. 
We need 150 to 200 airports to be operational so that every Indian 
is within a couple of hours of convenient air travel and it is at 
an affordable price and that everyone can be integrated into the 
national mainstream, to do their business, fly to visit relatives, 
and students travelling around the country. And those of you who 
have spent time in the North East will realise how acute that par-
ticular problem of connectivity is, regional connectivity is for the 
North East. It is an important 
aspect of national integra-
tion, very important aspect of 
building the next India which 
of course is what the Prime 
Minister wants to do.

Just want to welcome the 
honourable Minister from Ire-
land who has joined us.

Your excellency, we are 
having a discussion with a 
number of stakeholders, CEOs. 
We have Ashwini Lohani, the 
CMD of Air India; B.P. Sharma 
of Pawan Hans, the largest 
helicopter operator; the CEO 
of Zoom Air, the new startup, 
besides many CEO. I was just asked to give a few remarks to start off 
the discussions.

I want to highlight what the major challenges and priorities 
are and get everybody’s views on that. Regional Connectivity 
Scheme (RCS) is very high on priority for the Prime Minister and 
we have to make sure that enough people are participating in that 
scheme. Any thoughts you may want to share would be very valu-
able to us.

The second area that I highlighted in my speech is that we 
should make better, more comfortable and more pleasant air 
travel experience. That obviously is a challenge when the per-
centage of passenger growth is over 20 per cent. I have a number 
of followers on social media. I can tell you that I am constantly 
hounded by hundreds and thousands of followers. There are so 
many issues, there are those literally lose their bags, those that 
do not get refund on time, those that find things which should 
not be in their meal, long security lines...you can bet I will know 
about it within minutes as public servants, like the minister and 
myself have to address them and our job is to serve them and 

make their lives much better. We are on the job 24 x 7. I am with 
the industry to work on these aspects. This is the second theme. 
We go to work with you to solve these irritants, to ensure better 
air travel experience. 

The third point is about airport capacity expansion. If we look 
at airports such as Mumbai, Pune, Goa, Delhi to an extent, Benga-
luru, rapidly that are getting congested and slots are not available. 
We have to find ways and methods to use the scarce slots better. 
Maybe use widebodies between Delhi and Mumbai. I don’t know 
what the answers are. The problem will get worse before it gets 
better. Mumbai is a great example of that as presently we have 48 
aircraft movements in an hour, maybe it would go up to 50, that is 
about the best we can do. The new airport that is going to be built 
is several years away. So what do we do with Mumbai, or airport 
like Goa or Bengaluru where we are already hitting capacities. 

How dow we manage such 
situations, I am curious to 
know and those are top of my 
mind issues.

Pat Breen: Thank you Min-
ister. The European aviation 
industry has gone through a 
huge transformation in the 
last couple of years, some of 
the European airlines started 
to merge during the down-
turn of economy. You had 
mergers of Air France and, 
KLM; British Airways, Iberia; 
Lufthansa...and other such 
big carriers. Then we had to 

encourage growth of EasyJet and our own Ryan Air.
As mentioned by you, the aviation sector is growing rapidly. 

From our point of view Ireland has been a pioneer in the field of 
aviation for about 70 to 80 years and that explains why we are so 
successful in aviation sector and we have Ryan Air, one of the larg-
est low-cost operators with 345 aircraft. Airlines from Asia can 
use Ireland as a transit point for their travellers to the US.

We have a lot of common ground, our economies are growing 
fast. Given India’s geography, you have people wanting from travel 
from various states, there is huge potential for regional move-
ment. The aircraft are becoming environment friendly.

Europe has faced many challenges. You have many challenges 
from airlines in the Middle East, from airlines such as Etihad, 
Qatar Airways and Emirates who don’t have the same regulations 
that European airlines have. There are many challenges which 
can be sorted out and India and Ireland should come together to 
share knowledge and resolve some issues. Sp

—By R. Chandrakanth

CEOs FORum AT AERO ExPO

Jayant Sinha Pat Breen
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Ireland has been a pioneer of sorts in aviation 
and its aircraft leasing industry has set 
benchmarks in the world. With expertise in 
aviation leasing, training, education and other 
aviation related activities, Ireland is offering 
business opportunities to India. Disclosing 
this to SP’s AirBuz in an exclusive interview 
with Editor-in-Chief Jayant Baranwal, the 
Ireland Minister of State for Employment and 
Small Business, Pat Breen, states that the 
two countries have so much to share.

Ireland  
offers avIatIon 
leasIng and 
more to IndIa

Jayant Baranwal (JB): Could you tell us how Ireland has 
reached the peak in aviation and in how much time?
Pat Breen (Breen): Ireland being an island nation, there are only 
two ways to get out, either by air or by sea. Our geographic lo-
cation is such, the most westerly country in Europe, airlines en 
route to Europe have to stop by. Airlines in the early days stopped 
off in Ireland en route to Europe. Of course, the early pioneers 
also stopped in Ireland, as in the first Trans Atlantic flight crossed 
to Europe. Our history of being pioneer in aviation is something 
special to us. Our airports started gathering momentum in Dub-
lin, Shannon, Cork airports. So I suppose this has come from a 
number of entrepreneurs and pioneers in aviation and I go back 
to somebody like Dr Tony Ryan who started off Guinness Peat 
Aviation (GPA). And then there is the growth of Aer Lingus, our 
national carrier. So we had a lot of expertise and entrepreneurs 
working with GPA. At one time in the 1980s, GPA was the largest 
leasing company of aircraft in the world.

Back in the 1970s, flying and aviation was quite expensive and 
Dr Ryan had the vision to start this company and he was joined by 
a number of very dynamic and young people who wanted to excel 
themselves in the aviation sector, people like Michael O’Leary 
who founded Ryan air. Out of Guinness Peat Aviation came 
Ryan Air which was called after Dr Tony Ryan. Of course, Ryan 
Air started as a very low-cost airline, based on the South-Eastern 
model in the US. Low-cost was very new at that time, a lot of the 
traditional airlines had their cartel charging whatever they liked. 
In those years, to cross to the UK it used to cost 400 pounds, today 

you can get it for as little as 20 pounds each way that is what has 
happened with competition.

That is how low-cost carriers have made a big difference to us 
and that model was copied by carriers in Europe. So where are we 
now? The Irish aviation business is at a very strong point, strong 
not just in leasing. We lease over half the aircraft in the world from 
companies like GE Capital Aviation Services (GECAS), Aercap 
and various other smaller leasing companies and of course Avo-
lon which had Domhnal Slattery, a very good friend of mine from 
my own county who was the CEO. The tradition was there, the 
entrepreneurship was there. Our other area of expertise has been 
in the maintenance of aircraft and painting of liveries. We have 
Shannon MRO, Shannon Aerospace and they are doing extremely 
well. We have got very good skilled workers. We get aircraft from 
all over the world, for maintenance and painting livery. Qatar Air-
ways, American Airlines among others get work done here.

At the moment the aviation sector is going through a transi-
tion. We have Patrick from Shannon Airport Authority on this del-
egation. We have made that airport independent. It operates on 
its own. Shannon airport had the first duty free shop in the world; 
the first Irish coffee was made at the airport; and the first custom 
free zone in the world is here. From this point of view it makes us 
experts in aviation. Aer Lingus is now part of the International 
Airlines Group. We are a small country it is difficult for a national 
carrier to survive, so Aer Lingus merged. In the 1990s and 2000, 
there were mergers and consolidation of Lufthansa, AFI, KLM, 
Aer Lingus, etc, with different groups.

Pat Breen, the Minister of state for Employment and small Business, ireland

exclusive
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As we come out of our downturn in the economy and start 
growing again, we find that we are one of the fastest growing 
economies in Europe and aviation is an important sector to grow. 
We are strong in aircraft maintenance, leasing, aircraft parts, soft-
ware for aircraft. We have developed a cluster for aviation in the 
Midwest region of Ireland where Shannon Airport is and compa-
nies are in the process of starting off new aviation related indus-
tries there. We are here in India to showcase this and to bond a 
friendship and relationship between Ireland and India which is 
practically a huge country, needing connectivity.

JB: In what ways can you help India?
Breen: There are a number of ways. We are leasing a lot of airline 
companies. We lease aircraft from Irish companies.

JB: What kind of support has there been from the govern-
ment to your airlines, to your entrepreneurs as that could 
be good benchmark for India?
Breen: First of all, government support to entrepreneurship is ex-
tremely important. In the area of science and technology we have 
invested to train apprenticeship, graduates and we have encour-
aged our universities to link up with aviation courses. This is how 
we are going to move forward. We want Ireland to be a centre of 
excellence for aviation and the government is spending money on 
science and technology, in university courses, and also encourag-
ing airports, providing tax incentives, etc.

JB: What kind of tax incentives?
Breen: Tax incentives for aircraft to set up airline leasing compa-
nies, to set up maintenance and other aircraft related companies. 
We see that is important to grow, cluster growth from both the US 
side and the Asian side and that is why we are looking at India. 
We have invited the Indian Civil Aviation Minister to visit Ireland 
and see what we have to offer, not just for the ICT sector but also 
the aviation sector.

JB: You said today it costs 20 euros, does it allow profitabil-
ity at such low fares?
Patrick from Shannon Airport (Patrick): It does, because 
airlines like Ryan Air and other carriers are extremely competi-
tive, extremely price focused. We see that happening in the Indian 
market as well. What it means is that they look very closely at 
all parts of their costs, airport costs very aggressively, staff costs 
very aggressively, and they take each of these slices of the pie and 
squeeze each of them and that has this result.
Breen: The airlines will make up this with expensive seats as well 
with last minute bookings.
Patrick: If I have to travel tomorrow I will not get the 20 euro fare. 
Also I will get coffee for 20 euro and my suitcase will be charged. 
Breen: Also the fare during certain times of the day are different, 
early morning flights for business people going out are not cheaper, 

so also late night flights into London. They have revolutionised the 
whole costs and brought down costs. There is fierce competition on 
the Irish routes to London. It is not just with the two airlines from Ire-
land. We have British Airways flying in and also a number of smaller 
airlines flying into the regional area as well as UK.
Patrick: This has big impact on airports and the many incum-
bent airports are being challenged. Many of the airlines have 
started flying into these smaller secondary airports which maybe 
50 miles (80 km) away and the consumers have been educated.
Breen: That has put challenges on Shannon Airport to bring 
down their airport costs too.

JB: The airports are much friendly in terms of costs...
Patrick: They have got to be, they are not monopoly suppliers of 
airports.
Breen: They have to depend on other sources of revenue, besides 
airlines, leasing of shops, charging for car park, etc, it is a combi-
nation of issues.
Patrick: You were asking how Ireland can help India. Some of the 
ways we can help is bring leasing business, can help aircraft avail-
ability through leasing to the Indian market. Some of the other 
areas we are strong in is aviation education, technical training, 
training engineers, pilot training and so on.

JB: Quality training is crucial, zero compromise in training 
is a must.
Breen: We get crew training from all over the world. We are a 
centre of excellence in that area. There is very successful com-
pany in Dublin which makes seats for aircraft, also software for 
aircraft. We want to help out in countries as well and to grow and 
it is an area we are developing and formulating a policy.
Patrick: One of the reasons for our industry to be successful is due 
to the enlightened government policy and to a very pragmatic avia-
tion regulator. Our aviation regulator has been very supportive of the 
industry. Safety is absolute top priority and they are commercially 
aware and they help the industry. For example, India is planning to 
build a civil aircraft under ‘Make in India’ and Ireland could help in 
many ways and the Irish regulator can help in certifying the aircraft.
Breen: Our skills are very important that is why we are so successful 
in aircraft maintenance. Even though we are not a low-cost economy, 
we have a lot of airlines coming to us because of the good job we do.

JB: How is the business aviation doing in Ireland?
Breen: Business aviation is small. We have a number of operators 
but they are small.

JB: Does it contribute to your regional connectivity?
Breen: It does. For regional connectivity, we are subsidising. The 
government gives the industry subsidies to fly in to western re-
gion, north-east, south-east. We fly smaller turboprop aircraft 
into those regions.

JB: What kind of aircraft?
Patrick: Like the ATR 72.
Breen: We have to maintain regional balance and ensure that 
these regions are not disadvantaged. So we have the PSO subsidy 
and it is quite expensive for the government, but it is good for 
regional development. sP

To watch the full interview, log on to:  
http://www.spsairbuz.com/news/?id=718

"One Of the reasOns fOr Our 
industry tO Be successful is due 
tO the enlightened gOvernment 
POlicy and tO a very Pragmatic 
aviatiOn regulatOr."
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While being a full service airline, we are clear in our approach to be an airline for 
smaller cities: Koustav Dhar, Zoom Air

by R. ChandRakanth

T
he IndIan skIes is seeing it all—full-service 
airlines, low-cost carriers, regional airlines, non-
scheduled operators and now one more – sched-
uled commuter airline. On November 28, Zoom Air, 
the first national scheduled commuter airline, is 
expected to take to the skies, hopefully if the Direc-
torate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) gives the 

CAP 3100 (air operators certification manual) before that. Indeed, 
India is zooming into a different airspace altogether, trying to tap 
the vast aviation market that lies across the country, through dif-
ferent approaches.

Zoom Air is making a bold pitch, of tapping the underserved 
and unserved markets while being a premier full-service sched-
uled commuter airline. The idea is to cater to the travel needs of 
the passenger from the secondary markets to the metro markets 
and not like what most airlines do of moving metro passengers to 
the secondary markets. In an exclusive interview with SP’s AirBuz, 
Koustav Dhar, one of the three promoters and Chief Executive 
Officer and Managing Director of Zoom Air, explains the ratio-
nale behind the move to capture Tier-II markets with targeted 
approach. Koustav Dhar has over 25 years experience in aviation, 
hospitality, travel and tourism sectors and is the only CEO to lead 
an Indian scheduled airline for three times in the last one decade – 
MDLR Airlines, Jagson Airlines and now Zoom Air. 

SP’s AirBuz (SP's): All set to go?
Koustav Dhar (Dhar): Yes, we are all set, we are all excited. We 
should be having the inaugural flight on November 28 if we get 
the CAP 3100 from the DGCA by then. See, we are the first sched-
uled operator to apply for a national licence after Vistara got it in 
2014. Since then a lot of policy level changes have taken place and 
the DGCA and we have been having constant conversations to 
get the approvals.

SP’s: Will the inaugural flight be to Durgapur on 
November 28?

Dhar: The inaugural flight will be Delhi-Chandigarh-Delhi. We 
are going to be having eight departures a day and we will be 
connecting Durgapur too – it will be Delhi-Kolkata-Delhi; Delhi-
Durgapur-Delhi. The first aircraft – Bombardier CRJ200 LR – has 
already arrived and we are excited about the aircraft which has 
premium 2 x 2 seating with leather-upholstery. The seat pitch is 
32 inches, comparable to any premium airline. We are going to 
literally lay down the ‘red carpet’ for our passengers. We intend to 
give a flying experience to the Tier-II traveller for whom coming 
to Terminal 3 in Delhi itself could be a different experience, than 
going to Terminal 1D.

SP’s: For a start-up like yours, won't operating from Termi-
nal 3 be adding to your costs?
Dhar: It may marginally but we have got slots/space which are 
not being used. It works out well for us as well as GMR which 
runs the airport as presently the space is being unused. Since 
our aircraft does not use an aerobridge, we are parked where the 
NSOPs (non-scheduled operators) are and we will have easy ac-
cess to our aircraft.

SP’s: How many aircraft do you plan to induct and in what 
timeline?
Dhar: We are getting our second aircraft – CRJ200 on November 
25. And by end December or thereabouts our CRJ fleet should be 
five, all lease-cum-purchase from our lessors based in Dublin. The 
aircraft are 10 to 11 years old, but fresh from C Checks; engine 
overhaul and completely refurbished. We have entered into an 
agreement with Shaurya Aeronautics for maintenance.

SP’s: Could you tell us about the concept of a scheduled 
commuter airline?
Dhar: Typically a commuter is who sets off in the morning from 
one destination and returns in the evening. It is this concept we 
are bringing to our Tier-II travellers. Presently, if they have to go 
from Point A to Point B, they have to go via Point C which does PH
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not make sense at all. We will be 
targeting the first class train pas-
sengers for whom there will be 
considerable amount of savings 
in terms of time. While being a 
full-service airline, we are clear in 
our approach to be an airline for 
smaller cities. We did not want to go for wide-body aircraft, nor 
the jets with seat capacities of 90 to 140 as the market is not ripe 
for it. Our market assessments have indicated the right capacity 
for the right places, hence we have gone for a 50-seater aircraft. 
We are going to be an airline for smaller cities. The passenger 
growth right now from metros is between 20 and 25 per cent, 
whereas Tier-II and -III are witnessing growth around 18 per cent 
and that too mostly from the southern region. There is potential 
to accelerate this growth from Tier-II and -III cities.

SP’s: You are going to operate to smaller cities and yet you 
are not a regional player. Won’t you be losing out on the 
support that is being envisaged for regional players under 
the Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS)?
Dhar: Yes, we can avail every bit of RCS, but we are not going to 
do that. We are going to be operating to 12 of the 16 airports in the 
RCS Annexure 1A (list of underserved airports). We will not be 
operating to the islands of Andamans and Nicobar and Lakshad-
weep. The 12 airports are Jorhat, Lilabari and Tezpur (in Assam); 
Jamnagar and Bhavnagar (Gujarat); Kullu (Himachal Pradesh); 
Shillong (Meghalaya); Agra and Allahabad (Uttar Pradesh); Gwali-
or (Madhya Pradesh); Pantnagar (Uttarakhand); and Durgapur 
(West Bengal). We do not want to be bracketed with the airfare 
cap as we are going to be providing premium service. We planned 
out business model much before the RCS which by the way is go-
ing to provide a big boost to regional players as and when they 
come up. Zoom Air will focus on Northern India, Central India 
and the North East. We can go to Mumbai as a national player, but 
then there is no space over there, thus Mumbai is ruled out of re-

gional connectivity. We are looking 
at Kota which as an education hub 
has a substantial catchment area. 

SP’s: Will you be going for 
code-sharing and also other 
partnerships?

Dhar: We are already in conversation with national airlines in 
the SAARC, barring Pakistan. Once we firm up something, we will 
make the announcement. Similarly, we are in discussions with Air 
India where we can provide last-mile connectivity. We see a lot of 
synergies with Air India which has Bombardier jets too.

SP’s: Tell us about your funding arrangement?
Dhar: We are three promoters and we have bought out Zexus 
Air and rebranded the company as Zoom Air. We have gone in for 
venture capital. We have got the aircraft at ‘decent’ leasing rates. 
I think leasing is a big challenge and one has to really negotiate 
hard on this. Normally, it accounts for 14 to 15 per cent of the 
operating cost and we have got it between 5 and 7 per cent. For-
tunately for us, Bombardier has been supportive as it was keen 
on getting back into the Indian market which of late had seen the 
Embraers and the ATRs gaining ground.

SP’s: What are the challenges that you see as you roll-out 
soon?
Dhar: Ground handling is going to be one major challenge. The 
policy is that we can do self ground handling in RCS airports, but 
if you look at my departures from Delhi or Kolkata I will be stuck 
with third-party ground handling which can add to costs.

SP’s: Tell us about your revenue stream?
Dhar: About 60 per cent will be brick and mortar (travel agencies) 
since we will be tapping into Tier-II and -III markets and online. 
We have got 26 different channels for non-traditional revenues. 
We have got all these in place, we are just waiting to take-off ! SP

interior and exterior of Zoom Air aircraft
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The beginning of the next wave of aviation 
is round the corner and all credit should go 
to the proactive policies of the government

by R. ChandRakanth

T
hanks To liberal aviaTion policies, the 
airline industry seems enthusiastic on playing its 
bit of connecting India in a never before scenario. 
Regional airline players are in an expansion mood, 
while there are others waiting in the wings to join 
the fray. India’s largest regional airline Air Costa will 
be the first to go off the block in its pan-India bid. 

Air Costa, the Vijayawada-based regional airline, has reasons to 
celebrate. It completed three years of operations, albeit with hic-
cups, and the icing on the cake was when the Directorate General 
of Civil Aviation (DGCA) issued the airline licence to operate to 
any destination in India. The pan-India approval comes at a time 
when government policies are becoming conducive for airline op-
erators to connect to underserved and unserved destinations. A 
slew of incentives are on offer for regional airlines and it remains 
to be seen how Air Costa will capitalise on the liberal policies.

Air Costa is presently the largest regional airline, operating with 
a regional licence for three consecutive years, connecting eight des-
tinations including Vijayawada, Bengaluru, Chennai, Hyderabad, 
Jaipur, Ahmedabad, Tirupati and Visakhapatnam. After obtaining 
the national licence it will gradually start connecting destinations 
in the North and North East. The pan-India licence opens avenues 
to add more destinations including trunk sectors such as Delhi, 
Mumbai and other sectors with growing air travel population such 
as Lucknow, Bhubaneswar, Chandigarh, Indore, etc.

MilesTone for air CosTa. Vivek Choudhary, CEO of 
Air Costa, said: “Receiving a pan-India permit is another mile-
stone for all of us at Air Costa. This validates the hard work and 
efforts put in by each one of our 800 strong team members over 
the past years. I also personally would like to extend my gratitude 
to the Directorate General of Civil Aviation, our partners Embraer 
and the GE Capital Aviation Services (GECAS), and our esteemed 
trade partners who have supported us.

“With this permit we can now replicate our philosophy of 
connecting the smaller towns and cities to the metros across 
India. We have plans to connect Delhi and Mumbai to smaller 
towns and cities across India. Our immediate focus now moves 
to adding aircraft and expanding our operations.”

iMpending sTake sale? Air Costa is planning to induct 
in 2017 another six aircraft for which it is in discussions with les-
sor GECAS of Singapore and this deal is expected to materialise 
soon. Besides, it is also said to be in discussions with foreign car-
riers, including those from the Gulf for sale of stake. Qatar Air-
ways is making top rounds, though the same has been denied by 
Kavi Chaurasia, Vice President, Marketing and Corporate Com-
munications. Air Costa is planning to offload 26 per cent stake as 
per unconfirmed media reports. If this happens, it will be a major 
leg up for the regional player’s ambitious expansion programme, 
armed with a pan-India licence. The government under Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi’s leadership has increased the cap on for-
eign direct investment (FDI) in Indian carriers from the previous 
49 per cent to 100 per cent.

All this seems to be falling in place for Air Costa which in 
2014 at the Singapore Airshow ordered 50 E-Jets E2 with an 
additional 50 purchase rights. The acquisition is a mix of 25 
E190-E2s and 25 E195-E2s and has an estimated value of $2.94 
billion based on 2014 list prices. The purchase rights are for 
an additional 25 E190-E2s and 25 E195-E2s, bringing the total 
potential order to up to 100 aircraft and can reach $5.88 billion 
if all are exercised. The E190-E2 will be configured with 98 seats 
in dual class layout, with six seats in first class, and the E195-E2 
with 118 seats, with 12 seats in first class. Deliveries will start in 
2018 for the E190-E2, while the E195-E2 is slated for entry into 
service in 2019. Any tie-up with a foreign player with deep pock-
ets will help fledgling airliners such as Air Costa which has huge 
pending aircraft orders.

Air Costa will be able to connect Tier-II and Tier-III cities 
across the country with any Tier-I city now. By 2018, the airline 
plans to have a minimum fleet of 12 aircraft and fly to 18 sta-
tions. A major network change is expected in light of the change 
in fleet. Bhubaneswar, Pune, Guwahati, Indore, Patna and Bho-
pal are expected to be added to the network when the fleet size 
touches eight.

As the Regional Connectivity Scheme gets underway early next 
year, start-up airlines will be positioned to take advantage. Indeed, 
the beginning of the next wave of aviation is round the corner and 
all credit should go to the proactive policies of the government. sP
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The Regional Connectivity Scheme is poised 
to make a significant difference in India, 
enabling more people, in currently ‘remote’ 
locations, to have access to air links at 
an affordable price. This initiative by the 
government has energised the nation and 
is a major development for people mobility, 
country infrastructure and aviation in India. 
However, if we are looking to improve air 
connectivity as a whole, we should also 
not overlook the existing markets that are 
currently underserved. Going from Point A 
to B requires air travellers in India to make 
an often lengthy transit through Point C. 
Such markets have existing passengers 
who would immediately benefit from 
improved connectivity, leading to further 
demand stimulation and growth. People 
will always prefer direct connectivity and it 
also allows the airlines to maximise yield by 
offering a better network.

by Mark Dunnachie  
Vice PresiDent, eMbraer asia-Pacific

T
he Regional ConneCTiviTy SCheme 
(RCS) that was recently rolled out is the govern-
ment’s push to increase connectivity in India 
particularly targeting underserved and unserved 
airports, while promoting the use of smaller air-
craft, of up to 80 seats, to do so. We applaud this 
initiative that will make air links accessible to more 

people when airlines in India take up the challenge. We also un-
derstand, however, the hesitation that airlines have on the RCS, 
as the capped airfares may not always make economic sense. In 
this article, we offer an additional avenue for airlines to pursue, 
which will improve connectivity for travellers, and enable airlines 

to grow their operations whilst in turn fulfilling the government’s 
desire to enhance travel for all.

Build on The poTenTial of undeRSeRved maR-
keTS. When we look at existing airports with existing air links, 
we see that much more can be done to enhance connectivity and 
frequency in secondary and tertiary cities. Based on IATA data, 
underserved markets have substantial passenger demand for 
direct (no stopover) and for more scheduled services. Leveraging 
the existing infrastructure at these airports allows airlines to fur-
ther introduce new routes between cities that currently require 
transit to get there or cities that have a low number of scheduled 

The oTher dimension of 
regional connecTiviTy 

in india
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flight frequency (typically less than a daily frequency flight). The 
introduction of a direct flight benefits not only the passenger by 
reducing total travel time, but also enables the airline to realise 
improved yields, in some cases up to 15 per cent, on such routes. 
This is of course the classic Blue Ocean, Red Ocean concept 
where opportunity lies in underdeveloped or untapped markets.

One example of such a market is Chennai-Dharamshala, 
where the current way to travel between those two cities is via a 
10-hour stopover at Delhi; travelling from Hyderabad to Amritsar 
via a three-and-a-half hour stopover at Mumbai is another of the 
many examples.

One might ask, if such an obvious opportunity exists, what is 
holding back airlines from seizing this opportunity? The type of 
‘tool’ matters. The current fleet profile of the Indian aviation mar-
ket is heavily focused on narrow-body aircraft such as the Airbus 
A320 family and Boeing B737 family that have a seat capacity of 

140 seats and above. On the other end of the capacity spectrum, 
three of the four largest airlines have turboprop aircraft (ATR 72 
and Dash 8), which have a seat capacity limited to 80 seats and 
below where the product is largely only viable for sectors with less 
than 500 km. In between this spectrum, there are only a handful 
of 80- to 130-seat jet aircraft (CRJ700 in Air India and E190 at Air 
Costa), and this represents an untapped opportunity.

Based on Embraer’s studies, two-thirds of underserved mar-
kets within India are too thin in passenger demand for narrow-
body aircraft operations and more than 80 per cent of these mar-
kets have stage lengths too long for viable turboprop operations. 
It is forecast that by 2020, there will be more than 120 under-
served markets with an average stage length of more than 1,000 
km. These markets are more optimally served by 80- to 130-seat 
jets offering the ideal capacity size for thin passenger demand 
and with the adequate range capabilities.

We have seen multiple ‘success stories’ across the globe, 
showing how airlines have used E-Jets to stimulate traffic in sec-
ondary and tertiary cities. In China, for example, Tianjin Airlines 
have been operating their fleet of E190s to develop routes to and 
from cities like Tianjin, Xi‘an, Urumqi (west China) and Hohhot 
(northern China). Japan Airlines’ subsidiary J-Air uses E190s and 
E170s to right-size capacity in order to maximise frequency on 
routes or complement larger gauge aircraft at off-peak times to 
enhance market connectivity.

By 2020, TheRe will Be moRe 
Than 120 undeRSeRved maRkeTS 
wiTh an aveRage STage lengTh 
of moRe Than 1,000 km
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whaT BenefiTS do emBRaeR’S 80- To 
130-SeaT e-JeTS offeR?

moRe CaRgo and onBoaRd SeRviCe CapaBili-
TieS. Due to the low yield environment in India, it is important 
that airlines generate revenue streams away from passenger fares 
– ancillary cabin services being one source, but even more impor-
tantly, cargo revenue. Unlike other aircraft, whether turboprop 
or jet, in the 80- to 130-seat category, the E-Jets can accommo-
date more cargo volume and weight, typically offering up to two 
tonnes capacity on top of checked baggage. This is a substantial 
revenue stream.

loweR CaSk even CompaRed To TuRBo-
pRopS. Although current ATR 72 and Dash 8 aircraft fill the 
segment of an 80-seat aircraft, the aircraft range is a limitation 
to their effectiveness in delivering increased connectivity. In 
contrast, Embraer E-Jets offer a range that covers India end-to-
end. From an economic standpoint, with an average network 
stage length of 550 km, and a utilisation of 11.7 block hours per 
day per aircraft, the cost per available seat kilometre (CASK) of a 
100-seat Embraer E190 aircraft can be 12 per cent to 15 per cent 
lower than that of an ATR 72 which has levies on fuel price VAT. 
The second-generation of E-Jets, the E-Jets E2, designed to pro-
vide better fuel economy, will offer even greater cost advantage 
through the all-new Pratt & Whitney geared turbofan engine 
and a reduction in direct maintenance costs. This cost advan-
tage that the E-Jet and E-Jet E2 family can deliver will bring 
about lower fares for travellers and higher profits for airlines, 
making the entire aviation ecosystem a healthier and more sus-
tainable environment.

BeTTeR pRoduCTiviTy and loweR mainTenanCe 
CoSTS Than TuRBopRopS. As aviators say: an aircraft 
can only make money when it is flying. Being a jet-powered air-
craft, the E-Jets can fly faster and their typical high service reliability 
enables them to fly with higher frequency and more sectors than 
the turboprop or other 80- to 130-seat aircraft. Fuji Dream Airlines, 
an all E-Jet operator in Japan, recently achieved a 12-month service 
reliability average of 99.83 per cent—the highest among all E170 
and E175 operators. On top of that E-Jets have less maintenance 
down time than other aircraft types. E-Jets have longer intervals 
between Heavy Checks as the aircraft does not have a calendar 
limit on Heavy Checks, unlike the B737, CRJ and the Dash 8 turbo-
prop that has a 36-month limit. The A320 and ATR turboprop are 
even shorter with a 24-month limit between Heavy Checks.

Furthermore, coupled with the E-Jet superior flight hour (FH) 
limits for Heavy Checks, assuming a typical annual utilisation of 
2000FH, the E-Jets require only two Heavy Checks as compared to 
three to five Heavy Checks for the other aircraft types in a 10-year 
period. The result is lower maintenance costs for E-Jets with less 
down time and Heavy Checks, and greater revenue opportunities 
with the higher productivity of E-Jets.

ConCluSion. There are many avenues for regional con-
nectivity in India to flourish, and this should include building on 
the existing air links at existing airports where new routes can 
be developed or route frequencies can be increased. We believe 
that this opportunity is real and that this will drive the profitable 
growth of the industry and the economy in India. It is important 
to remember however that to harness this opportunity, the right 
tools will be needed. In our case, we see that as being through the 
world’s leading 70- to 130-seat aircraft, the E-Jet family. SP
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A
ir connectivity cAn follow the 
development of the economy, but most impor-
tantly, it can be a driver that prepares the 
ground for economic development. It is intri-
cately correlated with and contributes to GDP 
growth, foreign direct investment, employment 
level, social development and tourism.

We observe that air connectivity has been following similar 
development patterns in various countries. 

Rapid economic development is initially driven by major cit-
ies, with creation of international airports, connected together. 
India is no exception and the connectivity between metro cities is 
high, with an intense competition driving airfares down.

As this development reaches a mature stage, the pace slows 
down and regional connections and development are necessary 
to sustain economic growth. We typically observe the develop-
ment of hub and spoke models to connect large cities to smaller 
ones. Indian carriers significantly increased capacity between 
metros and Tier-II or -III cities and many actually exceed the 
minimum capacity requirements set in the 1994 Route Dispersal 
Guidelines. This needs to extend further to create better connec-
tions between smaller communities.

Now, regional connectivity is becoming paramount. Develop-
ment path of large countries has historically taken a decentralised 
approach and markets like the USA, Canada, Brazil, Europe, China 
and Japan have strengthened their economies by connecting regional 
centres together rather than only towards few main business hubs. 
Moreover, if there is too much emphasis on connecting smaller cities 
to large ones, it can often translate 
into a higher attractiveness of the 
metros at the expense of smaller, 
less developed towns.

The new UDAN scheme aims 
at facilitating and stimulating 
regional air connectivity by mak-
ing it affordable to an increasing 
number of Indian citizens. This 
is a very positive initiative, and 
a major guideline must be to 
encourage sustainability of oper-
ations in the long-term. In that 
respect, aircraft selection will be 
crucial for the success of the pro-
posed scheme.

Large single-aisle aircraft are efficient and offer low costs per 
seat but will be hard to fill on thin markets. Furthermore, they 
require runways, terminals and ground support equipment that 
may not be available in smaller airports. This will result in severe 
operating losses for the airlines, with or without the support 
of a Viability Gap Funding. Very small commuter aircraft (less 
than 20 seats) may have lower costs per trip but a substantially 
higher cost per seat. Operators flying these airplanes will require 
a significant amount of subsidies – beyond what is currently pro-
posed. In both cases, the main objectives of the UDAN scheme 
– to stimulate regional connectivity, make it affordable and sus-
tainable – will be missed.

Under the proposed UDAN scheme, the ATR 72-600 requires 
less than 30 passengers to generate a profit, making it the right 
equipment to develop new routes, offer passengers enhanced ser-
vices and airlines an access to new markets. Most importantly, as 
demand builds up and reaches levels observed on more mature 
regional routes, ATR aircraft will not require subsidies and the 
operations will eventually become viable without any form of 
government support.

With about 90 per cent of the Indian domestic capac-
ity deployed on routes serving metros and an unprecedented 
growth of the aviation market, it is the right time to encourage 
the development of regional air transport. Since 2010, ATR air-
craft have contributed to the creation of 100 new routes every 
year worldwide. The ATR aircraft have explored new markets, 
stimulated demand and offered the right complement to larger 
airplanes at off-peak times. ATR estimates that 3,000 routes will 

open and sustainably develop 
with turboprops over the next 
20 years. No doubt many of these 
will be in India.

This is why the ongoing 
efforts of the Indian Government 
to develop regional aviation will 
have a very positive impact on 
the economic and social develop-
ment of the country. ATR is look-
ing forward to support at its own 
level such sustainable growth. SP

—The writer is Senior Vice 
President, Commercial and 

Customer Support, ATR

The ongoing efforts of the Indian Government to develop 
regional aviation will have a very positive impact on the 
economic and social development of the country

by Tom Anderson, ATr
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It is about a regional airline which may operate for a particular mainline airline in a 
particular region, while it could be operating for another airline in another region

by R. ChandRakanth

T
he concepT of ouTsourcing in avia-
tion is not new. Already airlines and airports are 
outsourcing many of their services to third party 
players. For instance, at the airport the ticketing 
staff may belong to a contractor and not the airline, 
though they may be wearing the uniform of the air-
line. The ground handler may or not belong to the 

airline. The maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) services are 
totally outsourced. For the operator, this makes total economic 
sense, thus allowing the operator to focus on core competency. As 
a passenger, it does not matter to you as long as you get efficient 
service and good pricing.

When we say third party airlines, we are talking of out-
sourcing between two airlines, between a mainline airline and a 
regional airline wherein the regional airline is a third party player. 
Yes the concept is similar to code-sharing that exists between air-
lines on international routing, like Air India has with Star Alliance 
which gives it access to many destinations where it may not be 
directly operating. A code-share agreement is where two or more 
airlines share the same flight. Each airline publishes and markets 
the flight under its own airline designator and flight number as 
part of its published schedule. A seat can be purchased on each 
airline’s designator and flight number, but is operated by only one 
of these cooperating airlines.

Third ParTy  
airlines
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feeder role. We are talking of a regional airline which 
may operate in a particular region for a particular airline and in 
another region, it could be operating for another airline. There is 
marriage of two core competencies, so to say, running a mainline 
airline and a regional airline – here. This concept exists where the 
regional carriers are feeding traffic to mainline airlines either by 
being wholly-owned subsidiaries, franchise operators or provid-
ers of capacity in the form of wet lease arrangements or capacity 
purchase agreements. Air India and its regional subsidiary Alli-
ance Air or Air India Regional is an example of subsidiary. But in 
this article we are going beyond the subsidiary role.

skyWesT, a model To emulaTe. A classic example 
of a regional airline operating as a third party airline is that of 
SkyWest Airlines, a North American airline headquartered in St. 
George, Utah. SkyWest operates on a regional level, connecting 
203 cities in 43 states, five Canadian provinces and five cities in 
Mexico and the Bahamas. It is a member of the Regional Airline 
Association. Importantly, SkyWest acts as a feeder airline, operat-
ing under contract with various major carriers. It flies as SkyWest 
Airlines in a partnership with Alaska Airlines; as United Express 
on behalf of United Airlines; as American Eagle on behalf of Amer-
ican Airlines; and as Delta Connection on behalf of Delta Airlines.

As of September 2016, SkyWest Airlines employed 11,760 peo-
ple throughout North America. The airline averages 1,716 depar-
tures a day, with 838 operating as United Express, 665 operating 
as Delta Connection, 135 operating as American Eagle and 77 
operating as Alaska Airlines. In total, SkyWest carried 30.1 million 
passengers in 2015. It has a fleet of 358 aircraft – 67 Embraer E175; 
163 CRJ200; 92 CRJ700; and 36 CRJ900 aircraft.

So when you are travelling in the US, you will often hear on 
board “Welcome aboard this United Express flight operated by 
SkyWest” or another flight “Welcome aboard this Delta Connec-
tion flight operated by SkyWest.”

American Airlines Group which has wholly-owned subsid-
iaries such as American Airlines (American Eagle operated by 
SkyWest); Envoy Aviation Group (Envoy); Piedmont Airlines 
(Piedmont) and PSA Airlines. It also has third-party regional car-
riers operating as American Eagle. The group company operates 
approximately 6,700 flights per day to about 350 destinations in 
50 countries.

As of December 31, 2015, the company operated 946 mainline 
aircraft and was supported by its regional airline subsidiaries and 
third-party regional carriers, which operated an additional 587 
regional aircraft. American Eagle carriers are an integral compo-
nent of the company’s operating network. During 2015, approxi-
mately 54 million passengers boarded the company’s regional car-
riers’ planes, approximately 47 per cent of whom connected to or 
from its mainline flights. Of these passengers, approximately 24 

million were enplaned by the company’s wholly-owned regional 
carriers and approximately 30 million were enplaned by third-party 
regional carriers operating under capacity purchase agreements.

Win-Win siTuaTion. Companies such as Envoy, Expressjet 
or Republic Airlines fly airplanes in their major airline partners’ 
livery. Flying as American Eagle, United Express or Delta Connec-
tion, these companies sign “capacity purchase agreements” with 
their major partner airlines to provide service between major 
airline hubs and smaller regional airports that don’t support a 
mainline aircraft. Some of the regional players not only act as 
feeders to their mainline partners but also operators of parallel 
airlines under the same corporate identity. In a capacity purchase 
agreement, the mainline carrier simply purchases all the seats on 
the regional aircraft while retaining the marketing, ticketing, and 
most importantly, the revenue from the sale of tickets.

It is a win-win situation for mainline airline and the regional 
operator. For a mainline this means substantial saving on money 
as it does not have to invest in aircraft, employees and operations, 
but will be giving its marketing, brand management and other 
expertise to the third party airline for a contractual amount. The 
cost savings can be in many aspects. For instance, a regional air-
line pilot gets much less salary than a mainline airline pilot and 
this can be a bone of contention if the mainline airline has a sub-
sidiary. Outsourcing just clearly takes care of this issue as there 
is no conflict within the set-up. For the pilots operating regional 
aircraft, it could mean adding up experience such that they can 
move to the mainline airline whenever the opportunity comes up, 
effecting a more or less smooth transition.

sharing of risks. One of the advantages of the third 
party system would be that the unions would be different, unlike 
in a subsidiary where it could be under one umbrella. And wage 
disparities can be bothersome, even if it is a subsidiary. As for 
third party, the employees are on the payroll of the regional opera-
tor and not the mainline, thus distinguishing the ownership. The 
regional airlines will get a fixed cost or as determined by the two 
parties for operating for the mainline carrier. And the contracts 
are negotiated over a period of time wherein both get to know 
how the routes are performing and what kind of further invest-
ments they would have to make or if the routes are not doing well 
to revisit the contract or not renew the contract. Thus there is the 
element of sharing of risks.

If the routes are growing and from regional capacity it 
increases to capacities when regional aircraft becomes irrele-
vant, the mainline carrier can move in and the third party airline 
can move to another region or route to tap the underserved or 
unserved routes. For instance, in India regional players can think 
of such tie-ups with one of the main carriers. For the passenger it 
provides fairly convenient route networking. A person from Hubli 
can reach Delhi on one airline, so to say. He or she can travel from 
Hubli to Mumbai on a regional aircraft and then have seamless 
transfer on to an aircraft to Delhi, all in one flight ticket.

This concept hopefully will make foray in India with regional 
sectors being opened up by the government like never before. For 
the regional carrier this is the time to experiment on different 
models. In this concept, the regional airline will get paid regard-
less of how many seats are filled or how the customer is ultimately 
treated. The regional airline is effectively wet-leasing its aircraft 
to the mainline and this will add to increased route networking, 
focus on core competency and benefits to passengers. SP
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EnginEs PurePower

The PurePower PW1000G engine improves fuel burn — gate-to-gate — by 16 per cent 
versus today’s best engines

by R. ChandRakanth

B
uilding on its over half a billion hours of 
experience on turboprop engines, Pratt & Whit-
ney has now donned the role of world leader in 
geared aircraft engine technology. US-based Pratt 
& Whitney has invested over $10 billion and 20 
years in perfecting the Geared Turbofan engine 
and the dividends are paying off. With flight test-

ing of the first two engine series well underway, the PurePower 
PW1000G engine with Geared Turbofan technology delivers 
game-changing reductions in Fuel burn; Environmental emis-
sions; Engine noise; and Operating costs.

In the PurePower PW1000G engine family, a state-of-the-art 
gear system separates the engine fan from the low pressure com-
pressor and turbine, allowing each of the modules to operate at 
their optimum speeds. This enables both an increase in the diam-
eter of the fan and the low pressure compressor and turbine to 
operate at a high speed. The increased efficiency is also enhanced 
by having 2,000 fewer airfoils and six fewer stages – hot section 
parts that traditionally require more maintenance.

next-gen engine. The PurePower PW1000G engine’s fan-
drive gear system is just one component of this next-generation 

State-of-the-art  
gear SyStem

A cutaway view of  
PurePower PW1000g engine
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engine. The PW1000G engine also incorporates advances in 
aerodynamics, lightweight materials and other major technology 
improvements in the high-pressure spool, low-pressure turbine, 
combustor, controls, engine health monitoring and more.

Pratt & Whitney now has three certified PurePower Geared 
Turbofan (GTF) engine variants. The engine family entered cus-
tomer service on January 25, 2016 with the PW1100G-JM engine.

savings to airline Business. The PurePower 
PW1000G engine improves fuel burn — gate-to-gate — by 16 
per cent versus today’s best engines. With the benefits of a new, 
advanced airplane the fuel burn benefit can be even greater — 
over 20 per cent versus today’s best aircraft. That can be a signifi-
cant savings to airline business. 

Over the 60 years that jet engines have been used on com-
mercial flights, fuel-burn efficiency has improved at 1 to 1.5 per 
cent every year, says Pratt & Whitney’s Chief Engineer Michael 
Winter. “The GTF engine, in one fell swoop, improves efficiency 
by over 15 per cent.” The drastic increase is made possible by the 
engine’s turbine and fan spinning at more optimal speeds, and 
by increasing the bypass ratio. The incoming air is being routed 
around rather than through the engine, which adds thrust to the 
aircraft without burning extra fuel.

eco-friendly. The reduction in fuel consumption per air-
craft each year, Winter notes, translates to 3,000 fewer tonnes of 
carbon dioxide (CO2) released into the atmosphere, “comparable 
to the amount of CO2 displaced by 9,00,000 trees in the same 
amount of time.” Nitrogen oxide, a major greenhouse gas and air 
pollutant, is also reduced to 50 per cent below the most rigorous 
standard set by the United Nations’ International Civil Aviation 
Organisation. Decreased fuel consumption benefits not only the 
environment but also commercial airlines’ pocketbooks. “Fuel 
savings with this technology comes to about $1.5-million per 
aircraft every year,” Winter says. “It’s a key reason for why we’ve 
already sold over 5,500 GTF engines to major and regional airline 
companies all over the world.”

significant noise-reduction. Another main benefit 
is noise reduction. The annoying whine and piercing roar from 
current engines during take-off have been reduced by slowing 
the velocity of the exhaust gases exiting the engine and reducing 
the fan rotation speed.

The company has slowed the fan blades in its GTF to where 
the noise footprint has been reduced by up to 75 per cent. Not 
only will the decreased noise pollution benefit communities situ-
ated near airports and flight routes; air travel could become more 
flexible and efficient. Airports will be able to consider longer 
operational hours, and flight routes designed for noise abatement 
around intercity airports can be replaced with more direct routes. 

In the coming years, other GTF engine models will offer even 
greater fuel-burn efficiency and noise reduction, thanks to the 
ongoing ERA project collaboration between the company and 

NASA. A third partner, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), 
is also providing funding and guidance through its Continuous 
Lower Energy, Emissions, and Noise programme. “We’re working 
together to improve all elements of the engine, from the fan and 
compressor to the combustor and turbine, and even some of the 
external flow around the nacelle,” Winter says, referring to the 
housing that holds the engine’s components.

Pratt & Whitney stated in June this year that the PW1100G-
JM engine is fully certified and meets performance and contract 
specifications, delivering 16 per cent better fuel efficiency, 50 per 
cent reduction in overall emissions, and 75 per cent reduction in 
noise footprint while yielding 99 per cent reliability rate.

The Pratt & Whitney PW1100G-JM engine has been delivered 
to three airlines, including to GoAir in June 2016, and is in reve-
nue service today on two continents. Pratt & Whitney PurePower 
engine family has completed more than 58,000 cycles and 35,000 
hours of testing to date and is meeting or exceeding all its perfor-
mance specifications at entry-into-service. We have resolved the 
very few initial teething items airlines have experienced. Produc-
tion engines shipping today to Airbus already include hardware 
and software improvements.

easa certification. On May 18, the PW1500G engine 
received certification from the European Aviation Safety Agency 
(EASA). The PW1500G powers the Bombardier C Series aircraft 
family. The EASA certification covers the PW1519G, PW1520G, 
PW1524G and PW1525G engine thrust variants. The engines were 
certified by Transport Canada in February 2013 and are assembled 
at Pratt & Whitney Canada’s Mirabel Aerospace Centre in Mirabel, 
Quebec. UTC Aerospace Systems provides the nacelle system.

 “The EASA validation of the PW1500G type certificate is a 
key programme milestone enabling Pratt & Whitney to deliver 
engines for our EIS customer Swiss Airlines,” said Graham Webb, 
Vice President, Commercial Engines 17/24K programmes.

The PurePower Geared Turbofan Engine family has more 
than 8,400 orders, including announced and unannounced firm 
and option engines, with more than 80 customers from about 30 
countries. GTF engines have earned more than 30,000 revenue 
hours and 20,000 take-offs and landings. SP
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TECHNOLOGY ENGINES

In an aircraft, technological advancements could be to do with the engine, the fuselage, 
the avionics and more. The technological impact which has a lasting effect  

on not just the airline but also the environment is the aero-engine.

by R. ChandRakanth

T
he InTernaTIonal aIr TransporT 
Association (IATA) has identified the four pil-
lars—technology, operations, infrastructure and 
economic measures—for the aviation industry to 
achieve the goals of reducing high-level emissions. 
Among the four, technological advancements are 
delivering the highest improvement benefits, lead-

ing to a 15 per cent improvement in fuel-efficiency. 

 In an aircraft, technological advancements could be to do with 
the engine, the fuselage, the avionics and more. The technological 
impact, which has a lasting effect on not just the airline but also the 
environment, is the aero-engine. There is so much work going on 
in the aero-engine companies, universities and other institutions, 
firstly to reduce fuel burn and carbon emissions by 25 to 40 per cent 
on the aircraft that are going to replace the existing ones. In all air-
craft size categories, fuel-efficiency is expected to be improved by 

ENGINE ADVANCEMENTS 
CRITICAL TO AIRLINE 
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CFM LEAP uses advanced lightweight composite materials such
as carbon fibre fan blades, achieving what it calls "the ultimate

refinement of the traditional turbofan engine"
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CFM LEAP uses advanced lightweight composite materials such
as carbon fibre fan blades, achieving what it calls "the ultimate

refinement of the traditional turbofan engine"
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one to two per cent per annum with the strongest improvements in 
the large fleets for regional and single-aisle aircraft.

 It’s not just the three biggest aircraft engine manufactur-
ers, General Electric and Pratt & Whitney of the USA and Rolls-
Royce of the UK, almost all the other players are investing hugely 
in research and development to squeeze the maximum out of 
engines in terms of performance, fuel-efficiency and noise level 
reduction. It is happening across companies as engines are critical 
to airline business. Any reduction in fuel burn means substantial 
financial savings. For instance, CFM International has estimated 
that a Leading Edge Aviation Propulsion (LEAP) engine can save 
an airline as much as $1.6 million in fuel costs per plane per year. 

ChIna’s Foray InTo engIne DevelopmenT. R&D 
efforts are underway in several countries, most importantly in 
China. A Beijing-based Aero Engine Corporation of China (AECC) 
has initiated efforts in that direction, having employed 96,000 
people with an investment of several billion yuan to come up 
with a next-gen engine. Currently, they are mostly dependent 
on Russian engines. The Chinese company aims to change that. 
Liu Tingyi, President, Chinese Aeronautical Establishment, has 
stated, “We will try to find a path along which we can make inde-
pendent innovation in conducting fundamental research, making 
breakthroughs in key technology and producing strategic aircraft 
engines.” Mastering this technology could allow the AECC to earn 
a slice of the two-trillion-yuan pie of China’s estimated expendi-
ture on engines over the next 20 years, as well as winning orders 
from overseas companies, according to a media report.

While China is just scratching the surface, the established play-
ers from US, UK and France have established a substantial lead in 
engine development. In February 2014, Rolls-Royce announced its 
Advance and UltraFan engine designs to enter service in 2020 and 
2025 respectively. Rolls-Royce is racing towards this goal.

rolls-royCe progress on UlTraFan anD 
aDvanCe engInes. Rolls-Royce has stated that one of the 
most striking advances has been the testing of the composite fan 
system that will be incorporated into both engine designs. The 
Carbon and Titanium (CTi) fan blade and associated composite 
engine casings will replace the hollow titanium blade and its cas-
ing to deliver a weight saving of around 1,500 lb on a twin-engine 
aircraft, the equivalent of seven or eight passengers travelling 
“weight free”. Composite panels containing electrical harnesses 
and fitting around the fan-case will also simplify maintenance.

It is just one technology that will help the advanced engine 
design deliver a 20 per cent fuel efficiency improvement, and a 25 
per cent improvement for UltraFan, compared to the first-genera-
tion of Trent engines. The Advanced Low Pressure System (ALPS) 
programme has been supported by the EU Clean Sky initiative and 
continued with noise testing of a second composite fan engine at the 
Stennis site in November. Testing of the composite fan system was 
done in 2015 and continues this year on a number of engine vehicles 
including full engine and rig tests, flutter, noise and ice testing.

It said that the Environmentally Friendly Engine (EFE) pro-
gramme also provided it with invaluable experience and data 
in 2014, validating the low emissions predictions for its new 
 ALECSYS combustion system and testing a number of Ceramic 
Matrix Composite (CMC) components. It has since launched a 
follow-on demonstrator programme, Higher Temperature Tur-
bine Technology (HT3), which will run in 2016 and aim to deliver 
the world’s most efficient turbine.

Whilst the UltraFan engine design has a longer timeframe, 
tangible progress is being made in the investments that are 
required to bring it to market. Ultimately, a complete UltraFan 
engine will be tested on a flying test-bed around the end of the 
decade, again ensuring that the technologies are fully proven in 
time for its availability for service date.

pUrepower: engIne oF The FUTUre. With the 
PurePower PW1000G Geared Turbo Fan (GTF) engine, Pratt & 
Whitney and MTU Aero Engines are building the engine for the 
future. The new technology reduces fuel burn and CO2 emissions 
by 16 per cent and reduces noise footprint levels by 75 per cent.

QUIeT propUlsIon projeCT. But this is not where the 
research effort ends. Just recently, the Leiser Luftfahrtantrieb (LeiLa) 
or Quiet Aircraft Propulsion project was successfully completed. The 
big players in the industry joined forces with partners from research 
and academia to develop innovative solutions already set to be incor-
porated into the next generation of engines – including the second-
generation geared turbofan. The work was pursued under the LuFo 
Aeronautics Research Program funded by the German Federal Min-
istry of Economic Affairs and Energy, which has been supporting 
technology projects geared at reducing engine noise for years.

While research has taken many different directions since LeiLa 
was launched in 2012, the line-up of proven partners remained the 
same as in previous projects of this kind. These included Airbus, 
MTU Aero Engines, Rolls-Royce and the German Aerospace Cen-
tre (Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt or DLR) plus 
other research establishments. “The ultimate objective of the joint 
efforts was to effectively reduce engine noise coming from the fan, 
combustion chamber and turbine in flight situations such as take-
off, cruise and landing, where noise is an issue, using technologies 
that are feasible,” explains Dr Stefan Weber, Senior Vice President, 
Technology and Engineering Advanced Programs at MTU.

CFm56 anD leap. The newest LEAP engine meets 
today’s environmental expectations, delivering a 15 per cent fuel 
improvement, 50 per cent lower NOx emissions and a 75 per cent 
reduction in noise versus today’s aircraft. CFM has estimated that 
a LEAP engine can save an airline as much as $1.6 million in fuel 
costs per plane per year. That is huge when fuel costs account for 
anywhere between 30 and 40 per cent of operational costs. 

Having set the standard for single-aisle commercial jet 
engines, the CFM56 is the world’s best selling jet engine. And 
this has not happened overnight as it has built the high perform-
ing engine over four decades of experience and technological 
excellence. With the successful delivery of over 30,000 CFM56 
engines, the programme is still going strong. It has reached 
record production rates and production will continue until all 
current aircraft orders are filled. GE and Safran Aircraft engines 
will continue to provide spare engines and parts, and compre-
hensive through-life support during the CFM56’s remaining ser-
vice lifetime of over 30 years. SP
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The nine-year-long and a practically failed 
effort by the Bengaluru-based National Aerospace Labo-
ratories (NAL) to design, develop and manufacture a 
regional transport aircraft (RTA) in India with a capacity 

of 70 to 90 seats, has received a fresh impetus with the promul-
gation of the National Civil Aviation Policy (NCAP). The major 
thrust of the new policy released in June this year is to provide 
a boost to regional aviation through enhanced regional air con-
nectivity. This compelling need combined with the ‘Make in India’ 
campaign of the government has rekindled the prospects of NAL’s 
dream of an indigenous regional airliner becoming a reality.

NAL and the Indian aerospace major the Hindustan Aeronau-
tics Limited (HAL) had embarked on the RTA project in 2007. Also 
referred to as the Indian Regional Jet, 
the basic version dubbed as the RTA-
70 was meant to operate on short-
haul routes and was intended to be a 
competitor to the turboprop airliners 
from ATR produced by the French-
Italian consortium. In the search 
for an engine to power the RTA-70, 
NAL had initiated preliminary con-
sultations with the Canadian engine 
maker Pratt & Whitney as also with 
General Electric of the US. In 2008, 
the former President A.P.J. Abdul 
Kalam had suggested creation of a 
global knowledge platform in col-
laboration with selected nations on 
the lines of BrahMos, to develop qual-
ity passenger aircraft needed for the 
international market. In the same year, the government approved 
preparation of a road map for the project and had suggested col-
laboration with renowned global aerospace majors with successful 
products in this category such as Embraer of Brazil, Bombardier 
Aerospace of Canada and United Aircraft Corporation of Russia. 
The tentative date for the prototype of the RTA-70 to be ready was 
2013 and for the maiden flight was planned for 2014.

In December 2009, it was announced that the Indian Space 
Research Organisation (ISRO) would join the programme as a part-
ner to contribute by way of technology expertise, infrastructure and 
programme management skills as also help prevent errors and cut 
down delays as has been the experience with projects in the past. 
The former Chairman of ISRO, G. Madhavan Nair, who since retire-
ment from the space agency, had taken over as Chairman of the 
Research Council of NAL, a public-funded agency that focused on 
civil aerospace technologies. He thus had a major say in the project.

The design attributes initially crafted by NAL for the RTA-70 were 
indeed highly ambitious. With the airframe made fully of compos-
ites, the aircraft was planned to be powered by two next-generation 
turboprop engines. It would have an indigenous fly-by-wire control 
system, open distributed modular avionics, automatic dependence 
surveillance broadcast navigation capabilities, advanced displays as 
well as other modern features. As for the power plant, both jet and 
turboprop options were considered. The decision by NAL to go for 
a turboprop engine was driven primarily by their aim to ensure low 
life-cycle costs. However, on December 23, 2010, it was announced 
that the government had asked NAL to consider turbojet engines 
instead of turboprop. It was reckoned that the government was look-
ing at the RTA-70 project as a stepping stone to a bigger and better 

platform. But the RTA-70 project went 
into limbo as the government was not 
prepared to provide `9,000 crore that 
was required to bring it to fruition.

In the last week of December 2015, 
T. Suvarna Raju who had taken over 
as Chairman and Managing Director 
of HAL less than a year before, stated 
publicly that the NAL-HAL RTA-70 
project had been abandoned. He 
attributed the responsibility for the 
demise of the project to NAL. However, 
the underlying problem that caused 
the project to be scuttled was the fact 
that the two organisations responsible 
for developing the RTA-70 jointly are 
controlled by different Ministries of 
the Central Government. While HAL 

is under the Ministry of Defence, NAL is controlled by the Ministry 
of Science and Technology. Given the bureaucratic impediments, the 
two agencies responsible for the RTA-70 project would have found 
proper coordination difficult if not impossible to achieve.

In March this year, there was a new twist in the tail when HAL 
issued a request for information (RFI) seeking a new joint ven-
ture partnership for the manufacture of a 50- to 80-seat regional 
transport aircraft under the ‘Make in India’ scheme. The platform 
expected to be ready in five years, will have both civil and military 
versions. In the meantime, spurred once again by the new National 
Civil Aviation Policy, NAL has resurrected the RTA-70 project to 
exploit the immense potential the Indian civil aviation industry 
has to offer. There is therefore renewed hope that the nation may 
finally get an indigenous regional transport aircraft! SP

— B.K. Pandey

IndIgenous  
RegIonal aIRcRaft

Spurred by the NCAP, NAL has resurrected the RTA-70 project to exploit the 
immense potential the Indian civil aviation industry has to offer
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